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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION I

Report / License No. 50-289/96-03/DPR-50

Licensee: GPU Nuclear Corporation
100 Interpace Parkway
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054

Facility Name: Three Mile Island Nuclear Station - Unit 1

Inspection At: Middletown, Pennsylvania ,

Inspection Conducted: February 6-23, 1996

I

Inspectors: d.44u/ d. / 4 oL1 - 4 G
Michele G. Evans, n'or Resident Inspector
Samuel L. Hansell, sident Inspector ;

Approved by: 7-

fEmergencyPreparednessand
ichard R. Kefmig, Chief

"

Safeguards Branch
Division of Reactor Safety

,

|
|

Scope: Reactive inspection in response to an apparent repetitive licensee- |
identified breach in the protected area boundary identified on !

February 6, 1996.

Results: An apparent violation was identified related to the licensee's
failure to provide adequate compensatory measures during maintenance
activities in the protected area, which enhanced the potential for an
unauthorized individual to gain access from the owner-controlled area into the
protected area. The failure to implement the corrective actions for a
previously identified Violation (VIO 50-289/95-15-01) issued in November 1995,
as a result of similar events involving uncompensated breaches in the
protected area boundary, were not successful in preventing this event. In
addition, the lack of alertness to security requirements by workers in the
Operations, Maintenance, Planning, and Security departments contributed to
the apparent repetitive violation.
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DETAILS
!

1.0 KEY PERSONNEL CONTACTED

1.1 Licensee Personnel

* J. Knubel, Vice President and Director, TMI |
* W. Marshall, Operations Engineer |
* R. Goodrich, Site Security Manager
* C. Incorvati, Quality Verification Manager
* R. Adamiak, Manager Logistical Support
* J. Wetmore, Manager-THI Regulatory Affairs

,

* E. Fredrick, Human Performance Coordinator |

! * T. Basso, Manager Plant Engineering j
l * L. Hixon, Communications
I * M. Nelson, Manager Nuclear Safety

R. Hulshouser, Manager Corporate Security (Via telephone)
J. Wilson, Corporate Counsel (Via telephone)

i

| 1.2 U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION - REGION I i

| M. Evans, Senior Resident Inspector
' * S. Hansell, Resident Inspector
|

* R. Reyes, Reactor Engineer
|

* Denotes those present at the exit interview
|

The inspectors also interviewed other licensee personnel during this |

inspection.

2.0 BACKGROUND

On February 6,1996, at 3:03 P.M., the licensee notified the NRC via
i

the Emergency Notification System (ENS) (subsequently retracted) that i
a breach in the protected area (PA) boundary had been detected and

!

that, upon discovery, compensatory actions had been implemented '

immediately.

As a result of similar events that occurred in September 1995, the
|

licensee was issued a violation and in its response to Notice of
Violation, dated December 20, 1995, provided immediate and long term
corrective actions to avoid further violations. Due to the repetitive
circumstances surrounding the event, the on-site NRC resident staff
began an indepth review, to include a review of the previously
proposed corrective actions. Those proposed actions included: Short
Term (1) Immediate implementation of compensatory measures by security
force members; (2) TMI job planners and lead maintenance foremen were
counseled to ensure that the security department is notified prior to
the performance of any task that may involve a degradation of ai

protected or vital area barrier; (3) TMI supervisory control room
personnel were directed, in writing, to ensure that security is
notified prior to the performance of any task that may involve a
degradation of a protected or vital area barrier; and (4) Security
supervisory personnel were required to attend the daily planning

,
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meetings. The short term actions were completed on September 21,
1995. Long Term (1) Tagging of specific equipment, annotating the need
to notify security prior to removal or opening; (2) Modifications to
the job planning computer software program to annotate, in the job
orders, the need.to notify security prior to the performance of any
tasks that may cause a potential security vulnerability; (3) Revisions
to procedures; and (4) Review the events and the resultant corrective
actions by security and supervisory control room personnel as part of
their requalification training; (5) Compilation of a list of potential
pathways (piping and electrical) into the protected and vital areas.
Except for item (1) and a portion of item (2), the long term actions
had been completed.

3.0 CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS

February 5. 1996

Tills f'ARAGRAPH CONTAlHS SAFEGUARDS
INf 0RMATl0N AND 13 NOT FDR PUBLIC
DISCLOSURE,IT IS INTENT 10NAll.Y

LEFT BLANK.

February 6. 1996

At 9:35 a.m., an SP0 on a routine tour, found two wooden planks over
the storm basin drain opening. Because the storm drain pipe exceeded
a man-size opening and, therefore, required compensatory measures, the
SP0 informed the security supervisor and remained at the opening until
the grate was replaced by maintenance workers at 9:50 a.m. Upon
discovery of the potential breach of the protected area boundary,
security personnel notified the on-duty Senior Reactor Operator (SR0)
and requested an evaluation of the storm drain flowpath.

It!!S r AMGWH COMAINS SAFEGUARDS
INFORMAUD UND 15 NOT FOR PUBLIC
DISCLOSURE,IT IS INTENil0NALLY

LEFT BLANK.

At 3:03 P.M., the licensee notified the NRC via the Emergency
Notification System (ENS) that a breach in the PA boundary nad been
detected and that, upon discovery, immediate compensatory actions had
been implemented.
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February 7. 1996

The one-hour notification was retracted by the licensee after a -

thorough review of the event by the Plant Review Group (PRG) and a
comparison of the event to the NRC guidance contained in Generic
Letter No. 91-03, " Reporting of Safeguards Events," and Regulatory
Guide 5.62, " Reporting of Safeguards Events." Subsequently, the storm ;

drain event details were logged in the " Physical Security Events,
Quarterly Log," av vequired by 10 CFR 73.71.

4.0 INSPECTION ACTIVITIES AND FINDINGS

4.1 STORM DRAIN GRATE WALKDOWNS,

l

|
After the event was reported to the NRC, the inspectors performed a
walkdown of the storm drain pathway from the basin in the PA to wherei

it emptied in the OCA. Based on the lack of foot prints in the fresh
,

snow around the storm drain opening in the OCA, the inspectors agreed
with the licensee's conclusion that no one had used the pathway to
gain unauthorized entry into the PA. Therefore, the potential safety i

impact of the open grate was minimal. |

Tills PARAGRAPl! CONT AlHS SAFEGU ARDS

INFORMAT:0N AND IS NOT FOR PUBLIC
DISCLOSURE,II15 INTENT |0NALLY

LEFT BLANK. ,

l

However, the licensee's failure to provide adequate compensatory
measures during the maintenance activity on February 5 and 6, did not
comply with the NRC-approved Physical Security Plan requirements.

THIS PAHACRAPil CONTAINS SAFEGUARDS
INFORMATiDN AND IS NOT FOR PUBLIC'
DISCLOSURE,II15 INTEH110NALLY

LEFT BLANK.
~

|

The inspectors determined that the licensee's failure to provide
adequate compensatory measures during the maintenance activities,
which resulted in the existence of an unmonitored and unprotected
pathway with an opening greater than 96 square inches from the owner
controlled area into the protected area is an apparent violation of
the NRC-approved Physical Security Plan (VIO 50-289/96-03-01).

i

!

i
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4.2 DOCUNENTATION REVIEW AN IEERVIEW FINDINGS

The inspectors determined, based on interviews and discussions with
licensee supervision, that responsible plant personnel missed multiple i

opportunities to question the removal of the grating and to ensure
that the security department was involved with the evaluation of the '

open drain. Planning, maintenance, operations, and security personnel .

all had opportunities to prevent this event from happening. After ;

similar security events in September 1995, the security department
sent a memorandum to the Planning department that listed plant piping
and penetrations that could be vulnerable to unauthorized access. The |

memorandum requested the planning department to notify the security |
department before any storm drain grating in the PA was removed for -1
any reason. The planner involved in the storm drain work package was
familiar with the security department's memorandum and management's
expectation to contact security before removing the grate.- However,

| that knowledge was not used when the work site was examined by the
planner or during the job planning process.

Based on interviews, the inspectors concluded that the distribution of
the memorandum was too limited. Specifically, operations and
maintenance personnel did not receive the memorandum that listed the
plant piping and penetrations.

The inspectors also assessed the job package reviews performed by the
maintenance and operations supervisors. The reviews varied in detail
dependent on the significance of the work scope. For the storm drain
work, the maintenance supervisor did not discuss the need to call the
security department when the package was assigned to the maintenance
mechanics. Based on inspectors interviews, some operations SR0s
failed to mention security requirement considerations. Their level of
review was focused mainly on the plant operational' impact.and did not
always consider other areas. The inspectors noted that in one case,
when questioning a SR0 several different ways about work package
reviews made before releasing work, that security requirement-
consideraticns were never mentioned. A memorandum about the previous
similar events was issued by the Operations Director to all li ensed

.

SR0s to address' corrective actions for thore events on September 21,
! 1995. The written guidance emphasized the need for all SR0s to think
| about the work they released from the control room and to ensure that
I the work would not create an unauthorized pathway that would allow

access into the PA or a vital areas. After this latest event, the
Operations Director provided a night order book entry to reinforce
management's expectations related to plant work that could involve
security.

Based on personnel interviews and observation of the job planning
j computer software, GMS-2, used to generate and print job orders (J0s),
; the inspectors found that the GMS-2 computer software program was not
! updated to provide a security " trigger" on the J0 for certain work

packages. The updating of the software package.was a corrective:

| action provided in the licensee's response to the previous events.

. . - - _. _ _ ,
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Before the end of this inspection, the Logistical Support Department I
added a security trigger to the GMS-2 computer system.

,

After the September 1995 events, security and operations personnel ;

compiled a list of piping and penetrations that could result in a '

security barrier breach. Only.the components associated with the
!September 1995 events were added to the GMS-2 data base although two

other lists with additional paths were provided. The components not
.added to the data base included the storm drain grates. On
February 14, 1996 the inspectors-verified that all known security
related components were added to the GMS-2 data base. |

i

- SP0 training, completed in the last quarter of 1995, included a
walkdown-of potential security vulnerabilities in the protected area. i

The training listed the storm drain grates as potential security
concerns. However,.the storm drain grates were not addressed during
the plant walkdowns, conducted during the security requalification |
training, by the security training instructor. All SP0s received the
training before the occurrence of this event. When interviewed by the
inspectors, the SP0s were~ familiar with the content of the training ,

'related to the September 1995 security eients and recalled the exact
size of an opening in a protected or vital area barrier that would
require compensatory measures.

The inspectors also attended the Plant Review Group (PRG) meetings
related to the Nuclear Safety Assessment (NSA) root cause
determination of this event. The NSA review was detailed and
completed in a timely manner. It was thorough and contained the

~ ignificant contributing factors that led.to the missed opportunitiess
to prevent the event. The NSA review went beyond the specific
problems that were associated with this.and the previous events. The
report highlighted two generic concerns that extended beyond the
security events. First, personal accountability of-all workers
towards plant security did not meet management's expectations.
Second, the work implementation process was inconsistent, particularly
in the area of job package review by the planning, operations, and !

maintenance supervisors. The detail of job package revie'.es were
limited and inconsistent and management's expectations ',n this area
were not always well defined.

The inspectors noted instances where the corrective actions for the !;
1995 problem were effective. Since that event, maintenance planners !

have contacted security about potential breaches in the security .

barriers. The inspectors noted examples in Unit 2 areas related to i

the plant dismantlement. In response to the work scope, security has !
'

locked additional plant valves and openings to prevent unauthorized
passage through plant barriers. j

,

t i

I In conclusion, the inspectors determined that the short-and-long term |
| corrective actions proposed for the 1995 problem were still 4

: appropriate. However, this current event indicates the implementation
~ of those corrective actions was not complete or fully effective.

|

- _ . . . _ . . . - _ . _ . _
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-5.0 EXIT INTERVIEW

The inspector met with the licensee representatives denoted in Section
1.0 of this report at the conclusion of the inspection on
February 23, 1996. At that time, the purpose and scope of the
inspection were reviewed, and the preliminary findings were presented.
The licensee acknowledged the preliminary inspection findings.

!

i

I
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J4JoU reoeral Kegnier 600 09. .%u. 4.:o t r Oa,4. june JU.' IVV3 nJtes and Regulations
%,,

NUCl.EAA RECUL ATORY. NRC Enforcement Program." was sffect."(Brock v. Cathedrei Bluffs ShaiPublished in April 1995.The tram , Oil Co. 796 F.2d 533. 539 (D.C. Cir.COedtalS$40N
report. in Recommendation D. G-3.; 1986) citing 44 U.S.C.15 to (198211. -

10 CFR Part 2 recommended that the Enforcement Therefoto, because the Enforcement
Policy be removed from the Code of Policy is not a segulation, the

Policy and Procedure for Enforcement Federal Itagulations (CFR) because the Commission is removingit from the
Actone; Removal Enforcement Policy is not a lation. Code of Federal Regulations. Revision-

has of e nt licy |A0ceCv: Nuclear Regulatory bee cod ned et CFR P 2.
Commtssion. Appendix Cto provide widespread To ensum widepread hiwioraction: Policy ststement. dissemination of the Commission's the Enforcement Policy will be provida

rcement icy er eher thes to licensees. made available on ansuemaam:The Nuclear Regulatory

R,'d ;,'p1*C:=,7,t,o;'ic * UURA'E"MfStae''"'Snt2*,*rei"a"e'""n?aP
""

"**|'"' '" 2c.d
Enfuesment Actions.pRCProcedure for Enforcement Actions malatained that the NItC Infescoment

an um
(Enforcement Policy) from the Code of Poucyis a senesment and am a
Federal Regulations because the ,,,,g,g,,, ssessenfor Paperwerk Reducties Act Statussent-- -

| Enforcement Policy is not a regulation. having a W statement sother than a g g gm g, ,
oaTas: his action is effective on June rule was espleined la the Statement of

informadamouecdon @ menu30. m5. Considentions that ecomo led the and* therefore,is not subject to theSubmit comments on or before August undk= elan of the 5942 En t
e Reduction Act d im (4414,1995. Comments received eher this olicy,De *memms aaa stated then: U. .C. 3501 et seq.).

r

date will be considered if it is practical M heste of his phey he le
to do so but the Commission is able to _^ it is has to Uet of Sehysets in Se Q'E Part 2

,eSected 1 ~f etw , J esectionassure consideration only for comments deersniesties e
received on or before this date. sequises the esen:les eldisasetion such that Administrative P'*c8 ice and <

;

{ ,{,{ 8[,acomanese: Send written comments to: soloseement to ig ,,
; The Secatery of the Commission. U.S. discretion pmended, the enforceswat policy Environ nontal protection.Nuctur
| Nuclear Regulatory Commission, is belos adopted as a steesment of generel materials. Nuclear power plants and

Washington, DC 20555. ATI'N: policy rather then as a segulation. roectors. Penalties. Sex discrimination |,

| Docketing and Service Branch. Hand noewithesandies set the seesement hee beeo Sourm matenal.5pecial nuclear i

! deliver comments to.11555 Rockville presoungseed with eesico end comument meterial. Waste treatment and disposa |

Pike.Rockville Maryland,between 7:45 Psocedures. A pseerei sessement of policy '

am and 4:15 pm. Federal workdays. *il

['Y I" "'i' "' Poi met
'' th* Ca**i"i'* 8**""*"* PART 3-Mut.ES OF PRACTICE FOR ;

Copies of comments received may be DOISSTIC UCEldSING PROCEEDINC |
- examined at the NRC Public Document .

h
especiell supplemmet.willto sovised as A8dDISSUAleCE OP ORDERS |

Room |2120 L Street. NW.(i. ewer .----y se sosect cheeses in policy and '

Level). Washington. DC. disecties of the Commission (47 FR 9988: 1.De authority citation for part 2
pon pusmesa esposenAftoss coorTAct: 84erch e. toes). . continues to need,la pan, as foHows: .

James Lieberman. Director.OfRce of For the some seasons, the Commission Amhesty: Sece. 161,181, to Stet. e48. {
Enforcement. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory continues to hold the view that the 953. en emuded let U.Sc 22o1. 22311. se

3 .Pu e
7s ' .'N ICommission. Washington, DC 20555 Enfescement Policyis a policy g[,1. aeg , g ,, 22,

| 13011415-2741. stateeneet. However, et least one court.
amended (42 U.sc see11* * *. I

suppttestwf any esponnaATioss:On May in considering whether an enforcement ii

f 13,1994. the NRC's Executive Dinoctor policy was a policy statement or a Appendix Cao Port 2 (Removed) {
for Operations established a review regulatloa, neced that if the policy wm 2. Appendix C to Part 2 is removed |
tum to sneess the NRC enforcement Published la the CFR it would be |W Rocama 2Way d
program.The review team report. Properly treated as a regulation because I*" I#j- ;

NUREG-1525* * " Assessment of the the CFRis seeerood for documents
having Sonesol appucebiuty and legal For the Nuclear Regulenery Commission

.ce,.se of wunsc-ists see, he owshamed 6 = 3*h* C. Hoyle.
,

the superantenaena of h U.S.Gesurmsesse noyal esed. @leopassess med espyisq der a
SecreenryofsheCommusssen iVisoisie Salet. A le

PnnunsOfhes.PO se 3 Mas.Washleenee.DC eise eseitehle ser (FR Dec. 96-16961 Filed 6-20 45: a 45 en i

sect 5-seea copies eso else ovellable bem the la the Mac PohNe Desement Room. sm L soust.
Neuenel Technical Inessmetten Sorstem. s34s Port NW. ILauer tasetL Weebiegion.DC anest dest. eusse eens W

|
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i NUCLEAR REGULATORY As reflected in the severity levels. safety
121 To encourage prompt

*

*

COtNASSION significance includes actual safety
consequence, potential safety con' sequence' identification and rom t' ;

Revlalon of the NRC Enforcement and agulatory sfgnificance. ' i.e use of C mPrehensive cor'rection of violations..
T

p,gggy graduated sanctions from Notices of
Wolation to orders funher reflects the

IV. Severity of Violations
AcancT: Nuclear Regulatory varying senousness of noncompliancet
Commission. * The enforcement conference is an Severity Level V violations have been

eliminated. The examples at that levelAcTioev: Policy statement. ju*nd$"s*OnP sc ev g a mut
have been withdrawn from the, ,, !

sueste.ny: As a result of an assess, ment making signif cant e'ilorcement decmons. supplements. Formal enforcement '

of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Although these conferences take tune end actions will now only be taken for
(NRC) enforcement program, the NRC effort for both the NRC and hcensees. they violations categorized at Severity Level
has tevised its General Statement of

generetty conwhte to better decision.
making- I to IV to better focus the inspection and

.

Policy and Procedure for Enforcement . Esiorcement actione dehver resutee >ry enforcement process on safety. To the .

Actions (Enforcement Policy or Policy). mesesses paperly focused on seisty. The" extent that mlnot violations are '

described in an inspection report, they
F r, m ns '

removing the Enforcement Polic ,,, , j ). ben d sn t he
the Code of Federal Regulations.y fromopportunities so identify sad prevent corrective action or repeatedly or

viog.ii.ot -

willfully commits a minor violation |OATas: This action is effective orrlune e The use of discretion and judgment such that a formal response would be
.

30,1995.while comments are being throughout the deliberative procne
received. Subenit comments on or before mcagnians that enforcement of NRC needed.h violation should be
August 14.1995. Additionally,the '"luamments dow not lead itself so categorised at least at a Seventy Level
Commission intends to provide an nwchanistic tmounent gy,

opponunit for public comments after However, the Review Team found that The NRC staff will be reviewing the
this revise Enforcement Policy has the existing enforcement program at #Nily v*l HamP os in thel
been in effect for about 18 months. times provided mixed regulatory gP ements over the next 6 months.

l

Amossessas: Send written comments to: messagw to licensees. and room for Pu o roview is o ensun
m enwnt existed in the tWThe Secretary of the Commission. U.S. pp p g d

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. En orcement Policy. The review ,g g
Washington.DC 20555. ATrN: js ag{ted

-

t p ram s focus g
Docketing and Service Branch. Hand

,

consequence. potential safety
deliver comments to: 11555 Rockville * Emphasias the importance ofidentifying consequence,and regulatorysignl$cance'Pike. Rockville. land, between 7:45 Probleme before events occur, and of taking
alen and 415 pm. F I workdays. Pro *Pt. os*Prebensive anective action
CoPles of comments received may be when preWenu em idatined V.Prd a.a .a Endercasment

Conderences
examined at the NRC Public Document . Direct speecy steention at licensees with

Room. 2120 L Stiset. NW. (Lower
multiple

- : ections is a relatively Enforcement conferences are beingshort period:and
level). Washington. DC. . Focus en cunent perfonnance of ,,,g" These conforuca should

anaamd ' ~1 enforcement
pon amen uponuAvion cowfacT: he"""
James 1.ieberman. Director. Office of in addition.the review team found be held for the purpose of obtaining
Enforcement. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory information to assist NRC in making
Commission. Washington, DC 20555 that the procus for assessing civil

enforcement decisions when the agencv
(301)415-2741. penalties could be simplified to improve reasonably expects that escalated *

h predictability of decision-making .
suppi.sassuTAny esponesAftest:On May and obtain better consistency between enforcement actions will result. They
13,1994, the NRC's Executive Director regions. should also nonnally be held il
for Operations established a review As a result ofits review.the review requested by a licensee. In addition thev
team to assess the NRC enforcement team made several remannasidations to should norumily be imid before issuing'

an order era civil hprogram. In its repon (NUREG-1525.s revise the NRC Enfoscesment Policy to unHeensedindi 1. y to an
i

" Assessment of the NRC Enforcement Produce en enforcement program with
Program." A 15.1995), the review classer lato g

ty. y focus and moreune Commission is
g, g g,g ,seem conel that the existing NRC

enforcement program. as implemented, uing this policy statesment aAer has decided to condous a i program
is appmpriately dimesse toward -r _ r e those recansm-sees-u and g**"eibled"'88"8 'PProxima25 t
supporti the agency e overallsafety the bases for these in NUREG-1525. H open pu
mission. is conclusion is renected in The inom signi5 cant changes to the observeden pending furbr evaluation.
somst aspects of du prognm: En '

e The Policy recogeians that violettens be FR Juy ) it t of* .

Open conierences is not to maximisehave difierias degrees of safety signinconce I. Introducties and pierpose public ee ,s ,=. but is rather for
This section has been modised to determining whether providing thej'P"''%Q"* @N emphaelasthattheg and . public with an opportunity to,

rneimis omes. seen seep ssor, wenienseen. oc objectives of the en at pmgram the processis compe esees.esas capas en aise e.eushie spesi nho are focused on using enforcernent with s ability to exercise itsNeeissel Tscheesel teinnession servies. saes Pen actions. regulatory and safety resPonsibilitles.
NhsYPIcnoyes ases.spries sis.vingsaa asist. A se7f(1) As a deterrent to emphasias the The provisions of the trial p m have

.

a
"

$"si
' '

5 reet. Importance of compliance with been incorporated into the En orcement
ww. (Lo-se to eit, won.asion. oc aeswoooi. requirements: and Policy.

_ _ ___ _- _ _ _ _. - ._
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VI. Enforcement Actions warrant a more financially meaningful
uch of these decisional points mavhave several associated consideratio ' ;tPenal!y. A $500 civil penalty for a

A Notice of Violation Seventy tant m violation (at 50% of for any given case. However, the
nis section was modified to clarify the Severity 14wl! base amount) does outcome of a case, ebeent the eurcir

that the NRC may waive all or portions not mnoct the seriousness of this type discretion. is limited to three results
of a licensee's written response to e of violation for this category of licensee. civil penalty, a base civil penalty, on i
Notice of Violation to the extent - It is noted that with the mvised base civil penalty escalated by 1005
relevant informadon has already been assessment appmech these licensen D. Moted Administratin Actions

'

provided to the NRC in writing or will not normally receive a civil penalty
documented in an NRC inspection if prompt and comprehensive corrective The reference to related

report and is on the applicable docket action is taken for isolated non willful administrative mechanisms have be !
in the NRC Public Document Room. Severity level m violations, mplaced with related administrative

actions to clarify the documents as
R. CivilPenoity 2.Civ3 Penalty Assessment .cgg ,

1. Base Civil Penalty This section nas been unamed to VII. Emendes WIhnen -

Tables 1A and 18 haw been avised. Pacess The ability to exercise disention ibeen substandal y
th po

"""(T1:e avised process isv1 vo ons has ne yy

since such violadone will not be subject Contin w to emphasino compliance the normal approach to either incem
or decrease senedens whom necessato civil penshies. If a violation that in a manner that deters future to ensure that the sanction senects tlwould otherwise be categorised at a 'bbdons.

Severity 14 vel lV violation merits a civil e Encourage pmmpt identincation sign!Scance Mtbo circusmetances an ,
penalty because ofits si ificance,the conwys the appropriam regulatory
violau,on would normal y be categorised and prompt. comprehensive correctionmessage.This section has been modof violations and their root causes:
at a Senrity 14wl W. * Apply the recognition of good past to Provide enarapies wlmm it is

Table 1A has been simplified to pwformance to give credit to a licensee appropriah to -a** civil penalti. <
combine categories of licensees with the commining a non-willful St. m or escalate civil penalties
samv base penalty amounts. The base violation who has had no previous notwithstanding the normal assessm ;
penalty amounts have genersify signincent violations during the post 2 Processin Section VIof the ,

ears or 2 inspections (whichever is Enforcement Policy.One significantremained unchanged. The revised

[o7p'g,'.3
example to r.ote involves the loss ofpolicy notes that the base penetties may

ce greater attention on situations sourcs.This saample is being addecbe ediusted on a case-by. case basis to
reflect the ability topsy and the gravity of grooter concem (i.e.. where a licensee emphasise ti.)importance of licenu
of the violation. to cnt Part 35 has had snore than one signincant being swore of the location of their
licensees (doctors nuclear pharmacies * violation in a 2 year or two-inspection sources and to seceptes that bre

and other snedical related licensees) are pwkd.wbwe carocuve action is less should not be en le advantas
forIna dispeest or transfecombined into an overall medical bn pranpt and cosipmhensive, or

category, based on the similarity of wtwee egregious circumsunces, such as As to a tion of aanssions for
hasards. Becsuse transportation where it is clear that repetitiveness or violations involving special
violations for all licensees are primarily wulfulness, m involved): circumstances. mitigation can be
concerned with the potential for * e Streamline the NRC decisional conAdored if thelicensee has
personnel exposure to radiation, the process in a manner that will pmerve demonstrated overall sustained
violations in this area will be treated the judgment and discretion,but will Perfonnance which has been
same as those in the health physics me. provide a clear normative standard and Particularly good.mlowls of app ;

The $100.000 base civil penalty produce relatively predictable resuhs for emarcising discretion are descnt:
amount for safeguards vioiations,which lor roudne cases: and in this section. Finally. Table 2.
applies to only two categories of . provide clear guidance on applying " Examples of 7. is of Escal.
licensees, fuel fabricators and fewer adjustment factors in various Enlacesnent Actions Ier Similar
independent fuel and monitomd types of cases,in order to increase Violations in b Same Activity An
retrievable storegeinstallations has and predictability. Under the same License."has toer
been delewd. The penalty asnount for Once a violation has been categorised withdrawn from the Enforcement
safeguards should he the same as for at a Severity Level 5 or above.the Policy.The guidance in that table i
other violations et these facilities. NRC assessment process considws four basic needed because the policyis clear i

each case should be >sdged on its chas not had signincent safeguards ,t.elat==t als:
the licensee has had a snerits.especially these repetitiveviolations at these incilities, if the

penalty that would normally be assessed pr(1)
,

evious escalated enforconnent action violation cases to which the table
for operational violations is not duringJhe past 2 or 2 applied.
adequate to address the circumstances r. is VIII Enforcemet Asdeaslavelvi

'
.

of the violation.then discretion would (t)Whether b licensee id be Indiviemb
be used to determine the oppec priate alun credit for actions related to
penalty amount. IdentiRestion:

N Enforcemwat Policy has bn

The base civil penalty for"other" (3) Whsshar the licensee's corrective cleriSed to provide that some actic

enatorials licensees, currently set et actions sney reasonably be considered normally to be taken against a lice

$1000, has been increased to $5000.The prompt and co:nprehensive: and for violations caused by significan'

primary concerns for these licensed (4) Whether.in view of all the of..j'ag by its employws. >

|

- activities are individual radiation circumstances,the cose in question contractors, or contrecsors emplo) +

exposure and loss of control of matwiel warrants b exercise of discretion. As The Policy has also been modifie(

to the environment,both of which described in the Enforcement Policy. state that the nine factors in Secti
*

,

1
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/ should be used to assist in the decision 3. V6 1stions IIvolving Old Design lauw cf complianca which h NRC expects.*
' -

i en wbother enfirc ment actsin sh uld 4. Violations identined Due to Pmvious
Escalewd Enforcemwat Action Each enforcement action is dependent

be taken 7einst an unlicensed
>

; .

on the circumstances of the case andindividua as well as the lima ===. The [yj*yV], ,a*g ja'i',*a e, quires the exercise of discation eher
3 Policy currently usse theos factors to

Circumstances consideration of these policies and
determine whether to take enforcement c g,,,ci. oro;,c,,,io ,go,,,opa , ting procedures. In no case, however will,

j action against an unliconeed person Facility licensees who cannot achieve and
rather than the liconese. Dese changes Vill. Enforceveeni Actions levolving maintain adequate levels of protection
are conslatent with the intent of the Individuals be permitted to conduct licensed

,

} Commission in promulgating the rule on IX. Inaccurate sad incomplete Information activities.
1

deliberste misconduct (56 FR 40664. X. Enforcernent Acties Against Non. ,

'

40666. August 15,1991). Less . Licenesa D.h m A % W W W
E *""'I' " *' D*P*''***' *I I'*"''
XH."PMu

significant cases may be trusted as an
Diocleeum of Ealoemmentj NCV under Secthm VII.B.1. A latter of A. Statutory Authority

As is not a sanction ased is now: XIll. Respesias Cleesd Enfescoment Actions The NRC's enforcement jurisdiction is
; so to as an administrative maion supplemente ' drawn tem the Alemic Energy Act of
]j hh.=*=aaas with Section VI.D of the

'""

ey. p,g,,, 1954, as ameeded, and the Energy
Reseganisation Aa (ERA) of1974, as

i The Commission expects that the De following sistement of general amended. |

,

4 changes to the Enfoscement Policy policy and procedure explains the Section tot of the Atornic Energy Act
j should soeult in an increase in the enforcement policy and procedures of authorises the NRC to conduct |
i Protection of the public health and b U.S. Nuclear Regulatory i - "r and investigations and to
a esisty by better emphasizing the Commission (NRC or Coenmission) and issue orders as may be necessary or

Provention, detection. and correction of the NRC sta5(etaff)in initiating desirable to promote the comunon
violations before events occur with enforcement actions, and of the defense and escurity er to protect beehh

! impact on the public. In about 2 years presiding of5cers and the Commission or to minimise danger to life or
p the Cosamission intends to review the in reviewing these actions.his y. Secalon les authorises the
j Enforcement Policy. In that regard, it is statement is applicable to enforcement to revoke liconese under certain
i espected that in about is months an in matters involving the radiological drcumstances (e.g. for material false
: opportunity will be provided to receive health and asfoty of the public, statanents. in response to conditions
4 public comments on the including employees' health and esfety, that would have warranted refusal of a

implementation of this Policy. the common defense and security, and license on an onginal application for a
General Statessest of Policy and the environsnent.' His statement of licensee's failuso to build or operate a

generel olicy and ure will be facility in accordance with the terms ofd. Procedure for NRC Enforcement P<

| m published as 1600 to ide the perndt or license, and for violat:on
q wideepseed h====iamelaa of of an NRC mgulation). Section 234.

Table ofConsent.

Conunlesion's Enforcement Policy, authorians the NRC to impose civil
! frefece However, this is a policy statenient and Penshies not to endeed $100.000 per
| 1. letroduction and Purpou not a regulation.%e th='aalaa may violation per de for the violation of
i 11. Statutory Authonty deviate from this statement of policy cenaisi speci i ptovisions of
{ A. Statutory Autlwrity and proceduse se appropriate under the the Act, rules, orders, ticenn tens
j B. Procedural Fromework circusama- of a particular case. Implesmenting these isions,and for

Ill. Elesponsibilities violations for which naes can be
.

IV. Sewnty of Violations I. Introduction and Purpene ,,voked. In addiuon to the enumersted
.

1 [ nNN$*,"" The purpose of the NRC enloecoment Provisions in secJ 14. sections 84
i c' wEful Violations Program is to support the NRC's overall and 147 authorian

P

. josition of
civil enalties for vl< uons ofi . D. Violations of Reporting Requirements safety mission in protecting the public

1 V. Predecisionel Enforcement conferences and the environsnent. ''a==iasarit with segulations implementing those
i VI. Enlorcement Actions that Purpon, enforcernent action abould isions. Secdon 232 authorizes the
! A. Notice of Veletion be used. se seek injunctive or other
1 B CivilPenalty ,

* As a deutent to empbuise b apdtable relief forviolation of

| IC6 importance of compliance with ; *g,,yI n t
a. Initial Eecelb Achoe 888tuitements.and t.

'I b. Credit for Actions Holesed to e To encourage prompt identincetion Reorganisation Act authorises the NRC
ldestifleetion and prompt, cosipsobensive cornction toimpose civiI ides iw knowing

't
i c. Credit for Prompt and r" Mw of violadons, and conscious luses to provide -'

'

certain as infonnation to the NRC.Correcuw Action t'anos e with the purpose of this
d. Esercise of Discretion Cha er1 ohhe AtomicEnugy Acti

and viQs{ C. Orders will anwhu Provi for varyinglevels of criminal
, D. Related Administrative Actions a act
i Vll. Esercise of Discretion holing with liconens, unders.8 ,thispeuey primierug oddsessesinw eceivii.= of

contractoes, and their employees, who pec poseeni A. Eeceletion of Enforcement Sanctions
do not achieve the necessary meticulous The= tem. ihe and appikssu lar Nec heen=1 i. Civil Penaitwe - -unesse is esed ismsewei

i
<

P8 7 l* 'h'" '"" *"*" '"' ""C2. On
.

attention to detail and the high standard e'h'eno'"smH""'a*to appeeprie= m sake1 3. Dea.iere
'

s i umlyt.ivil Penalties
j ' B. htitigation of Enforcement Sanctions . asian.: mese,es,mene , mein,e win he duh indi,ide L she geidenes 6. shas pohey =di to esed

actise assiese e a. licensee or==

j 1. Licensee-ldentified Se*enty 14wl IV with es a case 4y.cs e huis.
i Violetsons . 8 The term ** weeder" es used in this pohey eneens , m apphcahie. 5pectre pendence resordinsenleecesness acties assinet andividuals and non.
j 2. Violations identified Dunns Extended a suppher er predecie er services se te vied in en heenssee is nedressed in Socisons V3tl ead X
; Shutdowns or Work Stoppages NitC.hcensed fecehty or activity respectively.

I
4

1

,
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penalties (i.ea mtnetary lines and ' provide h:aring nghts.as cnly T ~ including th) decisitn to issue a No
impnsonment) ftr willful violations gf information is being sought. A licensee cf Vi21stiin.cr 13 propose or impos-' the Act and regulatirns or crd:rs issued must answer a Demand. An unlicensed civil penalty and the amount of this' i
under sections 65.161(b).161(i), or person may answer a Demand by either penalty, aber considenng the genen !161(o)of the Act.Section 223 provides providing the requested information or principles of this statement of polic- -

that criminal penshies sney be imposed explaining why the Demand should not and the technical significance of the
on certain individuals employed by have been issued. violations and the surrounding

,

Arms constructing or supplying basic ggg* e ---- + ggg;,, circumstancesc
,

components of any utilisation lecility if - -

Unless Commissipn consultation
the individual knowingly and willfully The Executive Director for Operations notification is required by this pohc

,

i

violates NRC requirements such that a (EDO) and the principal enforcement h staff may depart. whm warrante '

begic component could be significantly officers of the NRC the Deputy the public's interest. from this pohes |
impeired. Section 235 provides that Executive Director for Nudeer Matenal provided in Section VII."Emercise of !
aiminal penalties may be imposed on Safety. Se and rations inforament Discretion."The
persons who interfere with inspectors. Support ( )and the puty . Commission will be provided writte
section 236 provides that criminal Emacutive Director for Nuclear Reactor notincetion of all enforceewnt actior
penalties may be imposed on persons Regulation. Operations, and ' involving civil penalties or ordm. T ;
who attempt to or cause sabotage at a messeech( , how been delegated Commission will also be provided
nuclear facility or to nuclear fuel. the authority to approve or leaue all notice in those cases where discretio
Alleged or suspected criminal violations escalated emisscement actions.* The enescised se discussed in Section i
of the Atomic Energy Act ase soferved to DEDS is responsible to the EDO for the Vgl.B.s. In addition, the Commission
the Department of Justice for NRC enfoscement s. The Of5ce will be aneuked prior to taking actis !
appropriate action, of Enfoscenenti exercises oversight in the following situations (unless th.

of and implements the NRC - urgency of the situation dictates8. Proceduralfrornework enforcement ms. The Director. imenediate action):
Subpart 8 of to GR part 2 of NRC's OE. acts for the puty Executive (1) An action affecting a licensee's !

regulations sets forth the procedures the Directors in enforcesnent matters in operation that requires belencing the >

NRC uses in esercising its enforcement their absence or as delegated. public beelth and safety or common !
authority.10 CFR 2.201 sets forth the Subject to the oversight and direction defense and security implications of i !

procedures for issuing notices of of OE. and with the approval of the operating with the potential redselogi
'

violation. appropriate Deputy Executive Director. or other hasards associated with
The procedure to be used in assessing where necessary. the regional offices continued operation:

civil penalties is set forth in to CFR normally issue Notices of Violation and (2) Proposals to impose civil penali
2.205. This regulation provides that the pro civil penalties. However. in amounts greater than 3 times the ;

,

civil penalty process is initiated by sub : to the same oversight as the Severity LevelI values shown in Tab-
issuing a Notice of Violation and regional of5ces, the Office of Nuclear 1A:
Proposed imposition of a Civil Penalty. Reactor Regulation (NRR) and the Office (3) Any proposed enforcement act:
The licensee or other person is provided of Nuclear Meterial Safety and that involves a Seventy Level 1
an opponunity to contest in writing the Sofoguards (NMSS) may also issue violation:

,

,

proposed imposition of a civil penalty. Notices of Violation and proposed civil (4) Any enforconnent action that
Aher evaluation of the response, the Ities for certain activities. involves a Anding of a material false :
civil penalty may be mitigated somitted, forcement orders are normally issued statement:

(S) Emercising discostion for matteror imposed. An opportunity is provided by a Deputy Enocutive Director or h
for a hearing if a civil penalty is Director. OE. However. orders may also meeting the criteria of Section Vil A.; ,
imposed. If a civil penaity is not paid be issued by the EDO. especially those for Commission consultatior.:
following a hearing or if a hearing is not involving the more signincant matters. (6) Refreining from taking a

requested. the matter may be referred to The Directors of NRR and NMSS have enforcement action for matters meets
the U.S. Department of Justice to also been delegated authority to issue the criteria of Section VII.B.2.
institute a civil action in District Court, orders, but it is espected that normal (71 Any Proposed ennorcement act

The procedure for issuing an order to use of this authority by NRR and NMSS that involus se issuance of a cini
institute a proceeding to modify, will be confined to actions not Penalty or order to an unlicensed :

suspend, or revoke a licones er to take associated with compliance issues. The . todividual or a civil penalty to a
other action against a licensee er other Director.OfRoe of the Controller, has licensed mector ogator:
person subject to the jurisdiction of the been delegated the authority to issue I83 ^"Y ' *"'$

Ir- w ol meu-' $ Any enforcement ca's. I
Commission is set forth in to CFR orders whose licensees violate
2.202. The licenses or any other person Commission regulations by nonpsyment involvi en of Investi

the staff (other tbtion ( 'adversely affected the order sney oflicense and i ion fees.
i

n therequest a hearing. NRCis la scagnition t the regulation of report w
g gg, I

authorised to make oeders immediately nuclear activities in many cases do s
effective if required to protect the public not lend itself to a mechanistic concluelons as those in b 01 report i

concern issues of intent if the '

health.selety.or interest.orif the : toestenent. lodgment and discretion Dh Ofcmcluda em, violation is willful.Section 2.204 sets must be esercised in determining the
out the procedures for issuing a Dornand .' severity levels of the violations and the . Ceauniesion consultation is warranteg
for in formation (Desnand) to a licensee " appropriate enfonceawnt sanctions. (to) hy M enforcement ac
or other person subject to the ~ on which h Commission asks io be

--

, Commission's jurisdiction for the * N 'w'a 'a=8*d al="*a' **'*a.' a consuhed r
Purpose of determining whether an ", %,y"s""w' *, e N" -

'

ii !order or other enforcement action . . . t tw p,.u mi n .4 wn, n. e up.n a ' *

should be issued. The Demand does not . t.iin. *
.

,

.

*
1

-'
__ - -
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IV. Severity of Vielse6ees Supplosnoots I through VM provid) a repetitin vi ledon will depend on.h. .

Itagulatory requirements 8 hava czamples and serva as guidance in circumstancas, such as, but not limited
.

varying degrees of safety, safeguards. or deurmining thuppropriate sowrity - to, the number of times b violation has i1 *

environmental sipl8cence, brefore. lowl for violadens in each of the eight occurred. the similarity of the violations
'

i

the relatin importance of each activity erees. However, the examples and their root causes, the adequacy of

i violation. including both the technical are neither exhaustive nor controlling. previous corrective acucas. the period
: signincance and the regulatory in addition, these examples do not of time between the violations, and the
'

siplAconce is evaluated as b Arst step create'new requirements. Each is signi8cance of the violations. ,

: in the enforcement process. designed to illustrate the signi8cance '

C. WW vahConsequently, for purposes of formal that the NitC places on a particular type'
.

enforcement action. violations are of violation of NitC requirernents. Each Willful violations ass by definition of'

normally catesonsed in terms r.f four of the examples in the supplements is cular concern to the Commission
levels of seventy to show their relative Pred6cated on a violation of a - .u y use its regulatory pragma is based
importance within each of the following re'Luirement. on licensees and their contractors,

eight activity areas: Tne NitC mviews each case being employees, and agents acting with
considered for enforcement ac6es se its and -ale =*iag with*

t. nacew we.
II. Facmry ioe.' own merits to ensure that the severity of . Willful violations cannot be'

*

m. sessaus,ds. a violation is charecaerised at the lowl tolerated by either the Commission or a
IV. Heelik Physics: best suited to the signi8cance of the liceasse. Licaneses are expected to take
v. T. 1 x6es: perucular violeuom. la some caems, sign!8 cent ressedialacsionin
VI. FuelDycle med Meterials C

---

-

vit. - ;- Mesmes: and -
spedal cipa-aa=== may warrant as sosponding to willfulviolations

-

ediustment to the severity level commeasurete with the circumstances
V338E**'Wency v -

_ ~
_ such that it demonstrates the

Licensed activities will be placed in seriousness of the violation thereby
the activity ares most suitable in light of A. Agreption of violations esenting a deterrent e5ect within the
the particular violation involved A group of Severity LevelIV licensee's espaiemelaa Ahhough'

including activities not directly covered violations may be evaluated in the removal of the pereen is not necessarily
by one of the above listed areas. e.g., aspegete and semiped a single, required. substandal disciplinary action
esport license activides. Withis each increened severity level,thereby is expected.
activity area. Severity Level I has been roeutting in a Severity Level M problem. Therefore, the severity level of a
asaigned to vic'etions that are the most if the violations have the same violados may be increened if the
significant and Severity LevelIV underlying cause or programmatic circumetacos surrounding the metter
violations are the least significant. danciencies, or the violations involve careless disregard of
Sewrity Level I and D vtaletions are of contributed to or were unavoidable utrements, deception, or other
very sipincent regulatory concern. In consequences of the underlying in tions of willfulness.The term
general, violations that are included la problem. Norseally. Sewrity Level n . " willfulness"as used in this policy
these severity categories involve actual and M v'at=*1=an are not agregated into ernbreces a spectrum of violations
or high potential impact on the public. a bisher severity lowl. from deliberate intent to violate
Sewrity Lawl M violations are cause The purpose of aggregating violations or to and tactuding careless
for sipincent regulatory concern. is to focus the licensee's attention on the for: - ts. Willfulness-

Severity Level IV violations are less fundamentalunderlying causes for dose not laclude acts which do not noe
serious but are of more than minor which enforcement action appears to the level of careless disregard, e.g.,
concem: 1.e.. If left uncorrected. they warranted and to renect the fact that inadvertent clerical errors in a
could leed to a mon serious concom. several violations with a common cause daansaaae submitted to the NItC. in

The Commission recognises that them may be more Scant collectively deterraining the speci6c severity level
are other violations of minor safety or than individ y and may therefore. of a violation involving willfulness.
environmental concern which are below warrant a snore substantial enforcement consadoration will be given to such
the level of signi5cance of Severity sedon, factors as the position and
L.evelIV violations. These minor res"Wdes of the n involved
violations are not the subject of formal 8 R*Petitive Violations in b violation (*,5.. ' """# fecial"
enforcement action and are not usually The ser.ority level of a Severity Level er nea eupervisory em )the
decribed in inspecuen soports. To the IV violaties mov beincreened to alg=In-of any ying violation.
extent such violatleas are described. Severity Imvel Ill. lf the violaden can be the latent of the violator (14.. carolus
they am noted es Non. Cited Violations.* considered a supetitive violation? The disregard er delibersteness), and the

Comparisons of elplacence between purpose of aaralari the severity lowl economic or other advantage.if any,
activity areas are ' _y." For of a repetitive on is to gained as a reouk of the violation. The
example. the imenedio,cy of any besand acknowledge the added sisdScence of wiedve weight given to each of these
to the public aseodeted with Sevestty the situeden beoed on the' licensee's )
Level I violations la Ilsecsor Operations feuure uiseptement ensedw correcdn *The sein-ussass eman) m usedin a

'

is not directly cornpareble to that acusa for du previous violaticia. The F*ber massess mens e sui time suremmt =
'""" ',7m"''''*y"' 'er"u's a "d msw"'**

i osaar4. sad with Severity 14wlI decision u escalate the sevarity level of 4. violetjens in Facility Construction. whsiker a em head et a h Netwuhmansing

e The eenn "sequipumant" es used la this pahey eteissten" es used la this policy sistemmat masas.
es indietdmel*e imb title, esserey level'The ammi"sayestlee v6elst6sa" or "similar
ensegestantles Amr wtElmless tevelstag indindua o ,

who een he esasidsed hosesse =8dalmil Ia violanton that seemeshly emuld have basa
~

sneens a tegnily bindtag seguiseumset seek as e -

assaute, segelselas. lismess emedit6sa, easitoismi psesented by a hamness's corsective setees der a emesidst seawal teamsm losindens the pensioen of j

,'.
spacineeseen. er order. . s, psevious eteisstes earmally occurring i11 w6this the ladiv6 duet seinese es the lessasse's |

* A Hon. Cited Violetsen (NCV)le e v'=l==== that _ , the past 2 yuem of the inspection as 6asue. er tal the eressisestaael someum and the indinduars
' P has set huse fannalemed lose a to CFR s.3st Nones parted within the last two 6nspections. whachever roepensibilities reietsve w the penashi eNm' '

of VienstesL is lenger. estivit6es and to the use of honesed einsensa
.

1

!
1
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tectore in arriving at the eppropette ' is not held. b liconess will normally is a snetter of public recoed. such as an .severity level will be dependent on the be requested to provide a written - adjudicatory decision by the .dem-- of the violation. response to an inspection report. If Depenment diabor. in Wdiuon, with '

However. lf a liconese pluses to correct issued as to the ma=='s views on the the approval of b Execudve Direceru
e minor violadon within a masonable appamat violatione and their root for 4-N . conferences will om btisse such that it willhally condnues. b causes and a description of planned or open to the public where good coues has

,

'

violation should be categorised at least implanented corrective ecuan. been shown aAer balandag the benefitet a Severity levelIV. During the pe= Mal ===l enforcement of the public oboarvation against b
D. Violatier:s of Aeporting Requirements conference. the liconese, vendor, or passattalimpea on the agency's

other persons will be given an enforcement action in a particular case.
TI e NRC expects licensees to provide opponunity to provideinformauon As soon as k is daernunM be acompime, accurow.and timely consistent with the purpose of b conference willbe n to publicinformation and reports. Accordingly. conferencs. including an explanation to observation, the will notifw theunless otherwise categoriand in b b NRC of the insomunes conomin liconess that the conlance willbSupplenwnts, the severity level of a acuens(if any)that were taken open to public observados as pan d b .'vio'ledon involving the failure to make w g ^ of tin potendel agency's trial program Consissent witha mquitwd span to the NRC will be violation er nohenformance and the tne egency's policy on open enesungs. ibased upon b signincance of and the long-term comprehensive actions that " Start ndestings to Public." '

circumstances outrounding the estler were taken er will be taken to prevent Publiebed r 20.1994 (59 FRthat should beve been reported recurrence. I.icaneses vendors, or other 44340), the latends to announceHowever, the severity level of an persons willbe sold when a meeting is open comissances normally at least to
unumely report. In contrast to no report. e ':: f _ &l enforcement conference, working days in advance of conferences
may be reduced depending on the A g f-- 3='onal enfermanent through (1) notices posted in the Public !

_

circumstances surrounding the matter. conference is a between the nam =w Room.(2) a toll free i
A liconese will not normally be cited for NRC and the licensee, aces are telopbene at 800-452-4674 |a failure to report a condition or event normally held in the regional ofEcos and (3) a toll-6es e ' bulletinunless the licensee was actually aware

observation. However, pen to public board at 800-452-4676. In addition. theand are not normally o
of the condition or event that it failed e trial program is NRC will also issue a press release and
to report. A licensee,ted for a failure tobeing conducted to open approxirnately notify appropriate State liaison officerswill. on the other
hand, normally be ci 25 percent of all eligible conferences for that a predecisional enforumentnport a condition or event if the public observation, i.e.. overy fourth conference has been scheduled and thatlicensee k.new of the information to be elig ble conference involving one of it is open to public observation.reported, but did mt recognize that it three categones of liconeses (reactor. The public attending open
was required to make a report. hospiwl. and other mawrials hconeses) conferences under the trial program may
V. Predecisional Enforcement will be open to the public. Conferences obsern but not partacipeu in the -
Conferences will not normally be open to the public confence. k is noted that the purpose

Whenever the NRC has learned of the if the enlosceawat acuon being of conducting open conferences under
cong,m 3mg'. the trial program is not to maximize

existence of a potential violation for
which escalated enforcement action (1) ould bs taken against an Public attendance,but esther to

; appears to be warranted, or recurrms individual. or if the acuen, though not dewsmine whethw providing the public . '

nonconformance on the part of a taken against an individual, turns on with oppostunities to be informd of

vendor, the NRC may provide an whaher a.=n individual ha conimitad
NRC activities is compatible with the

, NRC's ability to esercise its regulatorym

opportunity for a predecisional (2)Mhs signi8 cant pomi and aslety responsibilides. Thefore. L

enforcement confmnce with the failum wbm b NRC ha requend snembers of b public will be allowed -

licensee, vendor. or other person before that the individual (s) involved be access to the NRC regional offices to
taking enforcement action. The purpose ;

:.: s cong ,,nc., attend open enforcement conferences in
p,,(3)is based on the Rodings of an NRCof the conference is to obtain accordance with the " Standard

information that will assist the NRC in OfBoo ofIn: C: :or Operatina Procedures For Providing
determinm.g the appropnate (4) Involves an'inguards fornmuon. Secunty hipport For NItC Hearings And
enforcement action, such as:(11 A privacy Actinformanlaa orinfornmuon ." Published November 1.1991

'

common understanding of lects, root which could be consided proprimary; (seFR 1).Heen procedwes
causes and missed opportunities in addition,condosences wiu not psevide that visitors may be subsect to
associated with b apparent violations, normally be open to the publicit: peesonnel scnoning. that signs banners.
(2) a common understanding of (5) he -- - :+ involves medical pestere etc..not larger than 18" be--

corrective action taken or planned, and miendolaistrations or overempoewse permitted, and that disruptive persons
131 a common understanding of the and the conference cannot be conducted may be somoved.
significance of issues and the need for without disclosing the exposed blembers of the public sitending open
lasting comprehensive corrective action. Individual's nasmo:or conferences win be reminded that (H

If the NRC concludes that it.has (6)The conference willbe conducted the appemot violations discussed at*

sufficient information to make an by telephone or the conference will be predecielonal enforcement conferencas <

informed enforcement decision, a conducted at a roletively small are subject to further review and may be

-
conference will not normally be held licensee's facility.. , u . subject to change prior to at y susulting
unless the licensee requests it. However. Notwithstanding enesung any of these - enforcement action and (2) the
an opportunity for a conference will criteria a conference enay still be open - etetements of views or experesions of
normally be provided before issuing an - if the conference involves issues related opinion made by NRC employees at
order based on a violation of the rule on : to an ongoing adjudi.atory proceeding ~ predecisional enforcement conferences.
Deliberate Misconduct or a civil penalty with one or more intervonors or whm or the lack thereof, are not intended to
to an unlicertsed person. lf a conference the evidentiary basis for the confmnce represent final determinations or behefs

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . _ - - . . _- -- -- - . - ..
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]* y Persons ettending tpen confmnces will 13 be under oath. Norm:lly, responses managem:nt inv:lvem:nt in licensed -
3 be provided an opportunity 13 submit under oath will be requimd caly in
4 wntten comments concerning the trial connection with Seventy level 1. E or activities and a decrosse in protection of ;

proyam anonymously to the regional !!! violations or orders
the public health and sefety*i

*

,. ofEce.These comuments will be The NRC uses & Nodce of Violation 1. Base Civil Penaity
subesquently forwarded to the Director as the usualmethod for fonnalisi the4

of the Of5cs of Enfescoment for review existence of a violation. Issuance)aN NRC mPo* dWmnt lowls d
and consideration. . Noum of Violation is nortaally the only $g f"'differen severitylent ;g 8 **'j When needed to protect the public enforcement action taken, emospt in licensm. vedmM

'

health and sa.. , or common defense cases where the criteria for issuance of,

penshim fw various suctw' fub i iTables 1A and 18 ab the ha*; anc. security, escalated enforcement civil penalties and orders, as est forth in
| action. such as the issuance nf an Sections VI.B and VI.C. respectinly. are mmwiels, ed wndw $'(bl~

-'

; immediately aflective order will be met. However, special circumstances
him imuod 2 indj taken before the conference. In these regarding the violation findings may ymeineaa :am

i cases, a conference sney be held aAer the warrant discation being esercised such y-case basis.) The ,

escalated enforcernent action is taken. that the NIIC refrains trem issuing a structure of these tables gensrolly takes
)- """" * 3"#Y N "* d"I**"VL Enfermement Aceises Notice of Violation. (See halaa VB.B

btit8'6aden dEnferounm wW'") es a Primary consideration and the,

In addition, u==- are not ordinarily abihty a pay as a secondary1 This section describes th*
] enforcement sanctious available to the cited for violations soeulting from canal ereuon.GuaraHy.opm! ins
j NRC and specifies b condidons under enettmo not within their control. auch as ""I'I"8 8'**'" ""*I**' '"*''"* I

which each may be used. N basic equipment failures that were not inventories and greater tial.

i enforcement sanctions are Noticos of avoidable by reasonable liconese quality camquenas 2 6e he and hconsee f
j Violation civil penalties, and orders of assurance measures or managessent lemP oyees receive civil

lties. Regarding secondary; vanous types. As discussed further in controls. Generally. however. licensees forof abihty Mvarious clames d1 Section VI.D. related administrative are held responsible for the acts of their
j actions such as Notime of emplo . Accordingly,this policy licensees [s inimum em mey the civil penalties,it is
{ Nonconformance. Notices of Deviation. .ahoul be construed to excuse

, dconomic imPect of a civil penalty be so
m &e N

Confirmatory Action latters. Letters of personnel errors.i

! Reprimand, and Demands for sove that it puts a licanese out of L

Information are used to supplement the B. CivilPenalty business (orders. rehr than civil !
enforcement program. In selecting the A civil penalty is a monetary penalty penalties, am used when the intent is to
enforcement sanctions or administrative that may be imposed for violation of (il suspend or terminate licensed activities),

j . actions, h NRC will consider certain specified licensing provisions of or adversely affects a licensee's ability i
; enforcement actions taken by other the Atomic Energy Act or to safely conduct licensed activities.
*

Federal or State regulatory bodies supplementary NRC rules or orders: (2) h deurmnt effect of civil penalties is
j having concurrent turisdiction, such as any requironwnt for which a license bem wwd who the amounts of the

is transportation matters. Usually. may be revoked: er(3)reposting Penalties take into account a licensee's
'

I whenever a violation of NRC requirements under section 206 of the ability to pay. In duermissing the
i requirements of more than a minor Energy Reorganisation Act. Civil amount of civil Ities for licensees
k concem is identified. enforcement penalties are to deter future for whom the les do not reflect the'

action is taken. h nature and extent of violations both b the involved licensee ability to pay or the gravity of the
4

the enforcement action is intended to as wellas by r licensees conducting violation, the NRC will consider as
! reflect the sonousness of the violation similar activities and to emphasise the neomsary an inemem or decman on a
'

mvolved. For the vast majority of need for licensees to identify violations case-by. case basis. Normally. if a
; violations, a Notice of Violation or a and take prompt coraprehensive licensee can demonstrate financial

hardship, the NRC will considerNotice of Nonconformance is the normal corrective action. .

action, Civil penalties are considered for Payments over time. including interest,
i Severity level HI violations. In addition. rather than reducing the amount of the
a A. Notice of Violation Civil enalty. However, where a licenseecivil penalties will normally be assened Pd A Notice of Violation is a written for Sevwity level I and H violations and claims Anancial herdship, the licensee

notice setting forth one or enore knowing and conscious violations of the will normally be required to addressi
violations of a legally binding reporting requirements of section 206 of why it has sufficient resources to safely
requirement.h Notics of Violation the Energy Reorganisation Act. conduct licensed activities and pay
normally requims the recip6ent to Civil penalties are used to encourage license and inspection fees.,

provide a written statement describing prompt 6denti6 cation and prompt and 2. Civil Penalty Assessment(1) the reasons for the violation or. If cornprehensive correction of violations.
; contested. the basis for disputing the to emphasian compliance in a manner in an effort to (1) emphasise the
j violation: (2) corrective steps ht have that deters future violations, and to importana of adherence to

been taken and the results achieved:(3) serve to focus licensees * attention on requirements ar.d (2) reinforce prompt
corrective steps that will be taken to violations of significant reguletary self-identl8 cation of problems sad root
prevent recurrence; and (4) the date concern. causes and prompt and cornprehensive
wher. full compliance will be achieved. Although management involvement, correction of violations, the NRC,

h NRC may waive all or portions of direct or indirect. in a violation may reviews each proposed civil penalty on
i a written response to the extent relevant lead to an increase in the civil penalty, its owninerits end. efter considering all
t information has already been provided the lack of management involvement relevant circumstances, may adjust the

to the NRC in writing or documented in may not be used to mitigste a civil base civil penalties shown in Table 1 A
an NRC inspection report. The NRC may penalty. Allowing mitigation in the and 1B for Severity level 1. H. and !!!

.} require responses to Notices of Violation letter case could encourage the lack of violations as desenbed below.
4

3
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The civil penalty cssessment proc 2ss wh:thir the licensee's c:rrective actions each vi:lation or probl:m. absent the
considers four decisional points:(a) are prompt and comprehensive: and (d) exercise of discretion. is limited to 01
Whether the licenses has had a iy whether. in view of all the of the following three results: no civi
previous escalated enforament action circumstances, the matter in question Penalty, a base civil penalty, or a bas

Civil enalty escalated by 100%. The(regardless of the activity ares) during - requires the exercise of discretion. P
the past 2 years or past 2 laspections. Although each of these decisional flow chart presented below is a grept
whichever is longer.(b) whether the points may have several associated representation of the civil penalty
licensee should be given credit for consideratione for any given cess, the assessment process.

actions related to 66enti8 cation:(c) outcome of the assessment promes for ensam eens -
s
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o. lmticlescolored octson. When the (i) Whether the problem requiring licensee credit for actions aleted to-
NRC determines that a non willful corrective action was NRC identined. identincation normally should cons
Sewrity 14 vel III violation or problem limnsee identined, or revealed through the ease of discovery, whebt the r
has occurmd. and the licensee has not an event;'

occured as the result of a licensee s
had any previous secolated nedons (ii) Whether pilor opportunities monitoring effort (14. whether th
(regardless of the activity ares) durios existed to identify the problem requiring

licensee was"looking for the[e inroble
the past 2 years or 2 laspections. corrective action. and if so. the age and the ofIkonsee initied
whichever is longer, the NRC will number of those opportunities: Idend b problan or problems
ceneider whether the limasse's (iii)Whether the problem was aquiring correcdvs maion, and wbe
corrective action for the present revealed as the result of a licensee self. prior o unities existed to identil
v54aden or problem is reasonably monitoring effort, such as conducting an h om~
prompt and corsprobensiw (see & audit. a test, a surveillance, a design Any of theee considerations may b

Idiscussion under Secuon VI.B.2.c. review. or trah6*ina, overr{di if perucularl notewore)
below). Using 2 years as the basis for (iv) For a problem reven' led through perdcu y egregious, wemmple,
essessment le expected to cover snoet en ewat. the eene of discovery, and the the evoet escurred as the result of
situations, but c' % a slightly degree oflicaneseinitiative la

conduaias a surveillance er similar
longer or shorter period might be identifying the root cause of the lf. monitoring effort (i.e., the licens

-

wonented based en the cin==- poblem and ersy associated violations:
was looking for the problem)hwn cr

h
of a particular case. 'the snarting point (v) For NRC-identiSed issues, wheeer licenses abould nonnally be )of this 'od should be considered the the liconen would likely have foridendScaden. As a second lastem
date the licensee was put on identi8ed the issue in the same time- even if h problem wm easily
nodos of the need to take corrective if the NRC had not been
action. For a licensee identined '*I'*d;

discovered (e. .. revealed by a large e
of uid), the ma

violedon or en event, this would be (vil For NRC-identi5ed issues. we,, ,,,,y choose to gis ]g gg,,y
when the licensee is swam that a wheeer the licensee should be"
problem or violation exists requiring identified the issue (and taken action)

effort was exerted in forreting out the !
toot cause and associated violations. I

corrective action. For an NRC identified earlier:and
(vH) For cues in which the NRC simply because no prior opportunitie

violation, the starting point woutei be
when the NRC puts & licensee on identines the overall probleen requiring (e.g., procedural cautions. post-

g. g
notice, which could be during the cumctive action (e.g.. a programmatic inilures. readily observable paramete
inspecuon. at the inspection exit issue), the degree of licensee initiati" trends, or repeated or locked.in
meeting, or as part of post inspection w lack d inideHw in identifyisig the annunciator warnings) existed to j
communication. Problem or problems requinns identify the problem.

If the corrective action is judged to be conocHw action. (iii)NRC-Identined.When e roble
prompt and comprehensive, a Notice of (2) Although some cases may consider requiring corrective action is N C-
Violeuen normally should be issued all of ee abow incors. the imponance identified. the decision on whether ti
with no associated civil penalty. If the dwch femor will vary based on the give the liconese credit for acuens

of case as discussed in the related to identincadon shouldtyflowing genwel guidance.correctin action is judged to be less
lothaa prornpt and comprehensive, the normally be based on an additional

(i) idendhed. When aNeuce of Violation normally abould be question: should the licensee have
oblemissued with a base civil penalty. {consee.ruquinns conocHw saion is reasonably identined the problem (or

6. Credit for octions related to identifled (i.e.. identined taken aalon) earliw?
' identification. I1)If a Sewrity levelI or befom the problem has resulted in en in most cases, this reasoning may i
11 violation or a willful Severity 14 vel III event). the NRC should normally give bened simply on the ease of the NRC
violation has occurred--or if during h the licensee credit for actions related to inspector's discovery (e.g. conductir
past 2 years or 2 inspections, whichewr identincation, regardless of whether walkdown, observing in the control
is longer, & licensee has been innued Prior o unities existed to identify room, perfonning a connnnatory NR
et leses one other escalated actio4 the m. radiation survey, bearing a cavitating
civil penalty assessment should (i identiSed Through an Event. pump. or Rading a valve obviously c
nennelly consider the factor of When a problem emquiring connai" of position). In some cases,the
ident&8 cation in addition to conective action is identined through an ownb liconese's missed oppestunities to
action (ese the discussion under Section the decision on whether to sin the identify the problem mightinclede e
VI.B.I.c. below). As to identification, similar wr violation.NRC or
the NIIC should consider whether the ' ^" ~"" " " ""d b"' """' h l '" ""' industry notices. laternal audits. or
18-==== should be given credit for E M " Yea eh i e. "hemen readily observeble trends.

If the NRCidentiSes the violationactions related to identiScotion, enes,. mise e imawanesessese, a lti, n _ - -

in each case, the decision should be empes se pensenal er she emissemem na ess'eus mad =das that, under the
focused on identification of the of assissary lisene. such as en e.we peews.' .mcir==ana , the liconese's actione

jgMyg*',ehm Mleted to identification were notd a srequiring corrective action. In r ,
words, although giving credit for e,se,mem tsuwe asessend thsessh e spal of unramaanaMa the metter would be
identiScotion and Corrective Action liquid. e loud sense. she teilwe w hm a symem treated as licensee-identi6ed Ior
aboubt be sepwate decisions, the aspadp=peroy,erse - - -eiwm = send purposes of assessing the civil pens'
concept of Identincetion presumes that f gg,",,p""j,C,',N3,"A In such cases, the question of
the identifiw recognises the existence of sim inir. it e i.,meses me e4.in,eise identification credit shifts to whethe
a problem, and understands that quenerly dee6snevy seediass. insi empneyees had the licenses should be penalised for
correctin action is needed.The hose ' . My memamed su maana.the NRC's identincation of the problem
decision on identincation requires 7"n',*'d "***',3%'**j*h""Q' (iv) Mixed identincation. For N, %, ,,

identification situations ti.e.. whe+:ensidering all b circumstances of 6, cia,,4 se m,s ,*,,,,, ,n. ..... .euid t.
dentification including: cessiemed on mni. multiple violations exist. some W

.

e

--- -,, -
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i'd:ntined, some licensee id:ntified, er The evaluatitn cf missed Re
(e.g..gardirss cf oth:r circumstances *j where the NRC prompted the licensee is cpportunities sh:uld n:rm211y d: pend past enforcement history'

j take action that resuhed in the on whether h informadon available to identincation). the licensee's corrective
.

;. identincation of the violation), the the licensee should rusonably have actions should always be evaluated as
i NRC's evaluation abould normally caused action that would have part of the civil penalty assessment
j determine whether the licsones could prevented the violation. Missed process. As a reflection of h

reasonably how been expected to . opportunities is nor;nally not applied importance ginn to this factor, an NRC4

' idenufy the violation in b NRC's where the licensee appropriately judgrnent that the licensee's corrective
i absence.This determination should mviewed the opportunity for action has not been prompt and
! consider, among other things, the timing application to its saivities and comprehensive will always result in
j of the NRC's disconry the information reasonable action was either taken or issuing at least a base civil penalty, ionin assessing this factor, consideratP anned to be taken within a reasonableld available to the liconess that caused the

NRC coocorn, the speci6 city of the time, will be given to the tireelinas of the5

NRC's raar=n. the scope ol b la seem sit =alaa the missed cervecuve acuen(including the
licensee's eSerts the level of licenses *PPortunity is e violation la itself. In ysomptness la developing the. schedule
resources given to the investigauen. and these cases. innless the missed ser long terse corrective action), the

<

'i s a Swerity IAvelIII adespancy of the liosasee's root causel
i whether the NRC's path of smalysis had 7

i been dieeleend er was being purswed la vIailation la itself, the missed for the violation,and.ginn the ,

! pereHet by the Hosnese. *PPortual violation maybe grouped Seemos and complexity of the
with the v6olations into a single leeue,the comprehensiveness of the| la seem cases.ee ucenese may hm

! midrossed the taalanast s ptomsd Severity Level El "prohlom." However, corsective action (i.e., whether the
haveidentined if the missed opportunity is the selv action is focused marrow! to the2

each violation (and mab to recogs.lsevioleues,een it shouW mot mennehy be speciScvioleuen or y to dw
i the violational, but fail

counted twice (i.e., both as the violation general esos of concern). Even in cases
dw aa==a= root cause and taken dw

! y|,1,r7r,e= ce=,e,o-i- ='i,on;,Whme counung > uniess%""n"u"m'ty " double
and as a missed * when the NRC.et the tisme of theh ber of e - eaarence. wenu .so, o,, . m e, ,o

| Eve licensee aedit for actions related to incant. corrective amion stiu to be taken. the
~ unidos missed was peruculady addideaal peripheral or minor !

:
l.dentiAcanon should focus on timin of the missed o portunit[d liceasse may be given aedit in this area.amsided. dile a rig a % e um'mim

;
. identincetion of the problem requiring should

corrective action fe .. the programmade time frame is unnecessary, a 2 year addmesed the underlying root cause and I
d I su ,depe period should generally be considered are considered sufficient to prevent

; '8Y . , , , for consistency in implementation. as recurrence of the violation and similar
- earliest of the individual violationsi

theperiod roGecting relatively current violations.
mi@t be consided mised Normally the judgment of the- - - - =,

, 'J'When the NRC determines that the adequacy of conocuw actiond willj gponunities for the liconen to hm (3
. tiSed the larger problem. liconese should receive medit for hings on whether the NRC had to take

(v) Miesed Opportunities to identify. acuens seleted to identincetion, the amien to focus the licensee's evaluative
Missed opportunities include prior civil penskyassessment should and conective process in order to obtam
notincetions or missed opportunities to normally soeultla either no civil campshensiw conectin action. This

; identify or prevent violations such as (1) penalty or a bene civil penalty, based on willnonnauy beludsed at the time of
|

through nonnel surveillances, audits, or whether Cervective Action is judged to the enfestament coalesence (e.g.. by

3
quality assurance (QA) activities:(2) be seasonably pmapt and outlining substantive additional areas

j through prior notice i.e.. specinc NRC or comprehensive. When the liconese is where corrective action is needer').
i industry notincation: or (3) through not given credit for actions related to Earlier infennel discussions between
; other reasonable indication of a identificados, the civil penalty the licenses and NRC inspectors or
i potential problem or violation, such as asesseawnt should normally result in s ' manegement may result in improved
j observations of employoos and Nouco of Violation with either a bene conective action.but should not
; contractors. and failure to take effective civil peashy or a bene civilpenalty nonnelly be a basis to deny credit for

j correcdve steps. It may include findings escalated by 100% dependaag en the Conective Acalen. Far cases in which
of the NRC.the ti ,erindustry euality of Cenactiv.; Action, bomune the the limoness does not get credit for
made et other facilities eparated by the Scenese's , *--- - = is clearly not emiens related to identine.eansi because

,

licensee whom itis seasonable to e the NRCidenti6ed the psobleen,thei
.

the liconese to take acties to lat= net or c. forprompt and essammeest of the licensee's conective
prevent similar problems et the lect ty com,.-f M.; correctiw actson.'the acties should freen the time when
subject to the enfonmensat action at purpose of the Corsective Acties facaer the NRC the on notice of
issue. la essessing this factor, is to encourage licemesse to (1) take the the . Notwithstanding mntual

,

consideration wiu be given to, launediate amiens neccesary spea campsehemedve conective action,if
other things.the opportunities av discovery of a violation that will estese isamediate eenective action was not
to discover the violation. the enee of esfoty and compliance with the license. takes to sestoso esisty and compliancej

j discovery, the similarity between the segulation(s).or other uirement(s); ence the violation was identined.
violation and the noti 8 cation the and (2)deoelop and (in a coneaive action would not be

-i period of tism between when the timely maname) the actions that considseed prompt and compshensive.

! violation occuned and when the , will not only peevent securrence of the Cornctive action for violations
2 notification was lesued. the action tahan violation et issue,but will be .

involving disalmination should
I tot planned) by the liconese in response ' appropriately cosaprehensive. given the normally only be considend
i to the noti $ cation.and the level of . signiScance and complexity of the comprehensive if the licensee takes
i management review that the notincetion . v6olation, to prevent oa:urrence of prompt, comprehensive corrective
j received (or should have received). violations with similar root causes. action that (1) addresses the broeder
i
t

i
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envir:ntnsnt f:t raismg safity cencerns c:rrectirn cf an improperly canstructsd willfulnsss. Otherwise, a pner
.in the workplace, and (2) provides a safety related system or component: or

rernedy for the particular discrimination (ii) The licensee's quality assurance opportunity for a hewing on the order
is afforded. For cases in which the NRat issue,

program implementation is not adequate believes a basis could reasonably existd. Esercise of discretion. As provided ' to provide confidence that construction
for not taking the action as propo' sed.

in Section V11. "Emercise of Discretion." activities are being properly carried out: h licensee will ordinarily be affordec
'

discretion may be exercised by either (c) When the licensee has not an opportunity to show why the orderescalating or mitigating the amount of responded adequately to other
should not beissued in the proposed

,
'

the civil penalty determined aher enforcement action:* ,

manner by way of a Demand fori applying the civil penalty adjustment (d) When the licensee interferes with
Information. (See to CFR 2.204)

'

Sctors to ensure that the proposed civil the conduct of an inspection or
D. Plelofed odministrative octsons. Inpenalty toflects the NRC's concem investigation: or

addition to the formal enforcement
.

regarding the violation at issue and that (e) For any reason noi mentioned actions. Notices of Violation, civil
,

it conveys the appropriate message to abow for which license revocation is penalties, and orders. the NRC also use
the licensee. However. in no instance le(nIly authorised. adminielsetive actions, such as Noticeswill a civil pensity for an -7 7 may appl to aller part of Deviation. Notices ofonceed 3100.000 per day.y one violation of the M eivity.

ly, a .i - " - :+; Con $rmator) Action

,

-

licensed activity is not n - i (not latters. Letters of Reprimand. and
TAaLE I A.-Base CMI Penalbes is a suspension prolongeditor Isilum to Demands for Inforneation to supplemencomply with utrements where such its enforceenent program.The NRC

a. Power seassers 8100.000 Isilum is not wi lhal and adequate expeces licensees and vendors tc6 edhenn. Fuse seencessrs. enesee, corrective action has been taken. to any obligations and commitmentsproceaners, ans messenders 3. Revocation Orders may be used: resulting from these actions and will ncasers hos one morsismo re. (a) When a liconese is unable or hesitate to issue a te orders tonovante eenrage meteensene 25.000 unwilling to comply with NRC ensure that these igations and :c. Test reassers. noen ens ure- requiresnents: commitments are met. Iruum corwereen sacense
(b) When a licensee refuses to correct 1. Notices of Deviation are writtenconoscion, wneers. wesw

a violation: notices describing a licensee's failure teesposef leensees. and n-
10.000 (c) When licensee does not respond to entisfy a commitment where the,y $ Notice of Violation where a rwponse commitment involved has not been,,,,

a,,ruc. moocm. or oewe trw was required: made e letelly binding requirement. AterW hoensee * . 5.000 (d) When a licensee refuses to pay an Notice of ueviation requests a licensee< ..

spplicable fee under the Coromission's to provide a written esplanation or* TNs apones to norgrosa measumons not

j "p'**g7y ' regulations;or(e) For any other reason for which statement describing corrective steps
taken (or pienned), the results achaved

evocation is authorised under secsion and the date when corrective action mi
can onces.

<

186 of the Atomic Energy Act (e.g any be cosnpleted.
TAaLE 18.-BASE CIVIL PENALTIES condition which would warrant refusal 2. Notices of Nonconformance are

of a license on en original application). written notices describing vendor's
same eve pen. 4. Cease and Desist Orders may be failuses to meet cosamitments which

any amount IPer- used to stop an unautherised activity have not been snade legally bindingSewmy aews cera et amount
Tam" that has continued eher notincation by requirements by NRC. An saample is a

'***803 the NRC that the activity is commitment made in a procurementunauthorised. contract with a licensee as required b)
n.

.. 100 5. Orders to unlicensed persons. 10 CFR Part 50. Appendix B. Notices of
so including vendors and contractors, and Nonconformances request non licensee:

. . . .

m. 50 employees of any of them,are used to provide written explanations or
when the NRC has identifled deliberste statements describina corrective sie psC. Orders An order is a written NRC misconduct that sney coues a licenses to (taken er planned).15e results achieveddirective to modify. sus d. or revoke be in violation of an NRC respairement the deles when corrective actions willa license: to cease and et from a er whereincompleteorinaccurses be cose , and meneures taken o

given proctice or activity; or to take such information is deliberately subenitted or securrence.other action es may be proper (see to where the NRClosesits reasonable . 3. F ~ ^ -, Action Latters are '.

CFR 2.202). Orders may also be issued eseurance that the lioenese will meet letters confiraning a licensee's orin lieu of, or in addition to, civil NRC r== anes with that person vender's ayeement to teks certain
ities, as appropriate for Severity invol in licensed activities. actions to remove sipalScent concernsel1.D. or Bi violations. Orders may Unlees a separate peepense is . about health and eersty, esfoguards, orbe issued as follows: warranted pursuant to 10 CRt 2.201. a the envira==aat.1.1.icense Modification orders are Notice of Violation need not be issued 4.14tters of Reprimand are lettersissued when some change in liconese

where an orderis based on violations * eddressed to ladividuals subloct toequipment, procedures, personnel, or described in the order. The violations , " t'm==l=lan jurisdiction identifying a
+

managment controls is m'y. describedin en order need not be ?si
" p.gnl8 cant deSciency in their2. Suspension Orders may be used: casesoriand by severity level. -

*

.t. = oflicensed activities.
_ .- (a) To rosnove a threat to the public " Orders em made effective E ' ' 5. Demands forInformation arebeenth and safety, common defense and

imamdiately, without prior opponunity *' d===ada for infortnetton from licensee-security, or the environment: -

for hearing, whenever it is determined - or other persons for.the purpose of
(b) To stop facility construction when.* that the public beelth. interest. or eefetf| ' enabling the NRC to determine whethe
(i)irunher work could preclude or ' - so requires,or when the orderis * ^ M an order or other enforcement action

significantly hinder 2he identification or responding to a violation involving ' should be issued.

.

, - , , , - , . - - . --~r' - - - - - r *-' - - = v a--- - + w -
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sVU. Esercies of thecretion (e) Situatitas when the cacessive wh s discretion sh:uld be' considered
*

Notwithstanding the n:rmal guidance duration cf a problem has resulted in a for departing from the normal approach
substantialincrease in risk: in Section VI.B include but are notcontained in this policy. es provided in m Shudou en b limm mde

,

ilmhd e MM -
Section B1."Responsibthties.' the NRC e macious dedsim 2 b in 1.hWmud Swwhy Wel.

may choose to easedes dismotion and noncompliarce!. :dartoobtaic 'i IV Violations.The NRC. with the
eithw escalaw or mi enfore m ent econoah benent;or approval of b Regional Administrator

~
,

sanctices within the isalon s (g) Cases involving theIcas of a orhis designee.me refrain from
'

statutory authorky to meure that de sourc6. la addition, unless the limnaes issuing a Neuce of iolation for a
resulting enforcement acdon mW.identi5es and sports the loss to the Severity levelIV violadon that is
appropriauly mfbets the level of NRC NRC, these cases abould normally result documented in an inspection report (or
concern regarding the violation at issue in a civil penalty la en amount at least ofBcial Sold notes for some matenal
and conveys the appropnate mesesse to la the order of the cost of an authorised casse) and described therein as a Non.
theliosaaes disposal of the material or of the transfer Cited Violaden (NCV) provided that the
4.geselsdom of n _ _ --t Sonetsons ofine materialto en authorised in.p-elaa report lacludes a brief

The NRC consWm Woladons tecipient, descripden of the corrective action and
2. Orders.The NRC may, where that the violades meets all of.thecategorised et Semhy ImmiI. E. w El necessary or desirable. leeues orders in fonowing celterk:to be of Seat letory concern. wie orla Hou of dvil (a) k wee identiSed by the licer>ese,conifthea en of normal paalda a achine erIersenhas indudhg id==atar.Han enough ansuidance la els poucy does not usuk correceve assions and to deter further weat: --- f enaction, with the ,,e ,,,as ogserg e ,1.t.es " (b)k was not a violation that couldIn as a; U,the appspriate Deputya 3. Daily civil la ordrr to reassaabi in espected a have been

Executiw Direcserand consukadon recognise the tachalce! safety by the liosasso's corrective
with the EDO and t'a== tan == es .ignine==r=> or letary 7 "" = = acuan fora pewieus viabuon or awarrested,the NRCmay apply he for thoes cesse e very strong pavious beensen Anding that occurwd
animement autberhy where the action snessage is warranted for a eipdikant within the peer 2 years of the inspectionis warrested.NRC acdon may include deletion that continues for more than at issue or the period within the last
11) escalating dvil penalties. (2) issuing .one day,the NRC easy emcies two laahiana.whichever is lonpr.
appropriate orders, and (3) assessing diametion and assoas a separate (c)It was or will be corrected within
aval penalties for continuing violations violadon and ettendant civil penalty uP e reasonable time, by specinc cornctive
on a por day benis.up to the statuto to the statutory limit of 8100.000 for action casamitted to by the licensee by
limit of 8100.000 por violation per y, each day the violation continues. The the end of the inspection, including1. Civil penalties. Notwithstanding NRC may exercise this discretion if a immediate corrective action and.abe outcom of the normal dvi penalty h wm a ciwly abald agw mwcum m
mes m a n addamand Secu m have been aware of a violation. or if the pewest recunonos:VI.B.the sasy exercise discuetion homm bad a unhy aidendfy (d)k wm am a winfulekhum or if7 - a civil penaky adcama b wk k failed a do h wm a wiuful vbleuen-by eithw .' cation'of the lectors wouldr
where appli (i)The talonnation concerning theso.otherwise result la aero penalty or by ykhden.H ut supdemi m be reponed.escalett the amount ofthe resundag 3. A6tigedon of nr ,- " Sonctions

PnMS gpga
civil (i.e base or twice the base .fbe NRC may onescies discredon and NRC ch as s resident.

civil penah ) to ensure that the agrega gram naeuing a civil penalty and/ inspecmor or regional section or branch
proposed civil penahy aflects the or a Notice of Violation. if tas owrama chief:

|'signincance of the circumstances and of the moraal process described in (11) The Wolation involved the acts of
. conveys the appropriate regulatory section VI.B does not result in a a low.levelindividul(and not a |

mesespo to the beensee. Consultation sanction consistent with an appropriate Mcsoses of5cial as deAned in Section l
with ine Commission is requimd if the regulatory message. In addition, wee if IV.C):

'

deviauon in the amount of the dvil the NRC esercises this discretion. when (iii)1be violation appears to be the
| Pr* Posed under this disooden the unenese Inited to make a requimd isolated action of the eenployee without 1

amount of the civil penalty spat w de NRC a --- iraelvement and the
asessend under the normal process b angescament action mensally be violotles wee not caused by lack of
more than two times the base civil 3,,,,g g,, g, g,,,,,,.s Inuure to make manageneset oversight es evidenced by

y abown ha Tables 1A and 18. .fbe oppnyvel of the either a history ofisolated winful,

P oe whom tble diendom ebwW Diremer.O Enforcenset,with violotless er a lack of adequate audits ,
l

be considered lackedo.but are not consuludem wie he appropriem orsupervielen of :and )
limited to the

(a) Problems etSworky Deputy Enscutive Director as wensated. (iv)Sigalacant I action
|

.

g,,,,g,ggag g,ensacising disczeelen of a=======ess with the ciscumstances
i m ell or R: - or rola,ses of tbs type described in Secuan VR.B.1.b wu uken by 6e Bemen mch en h

(b) C _ - - a wiufelWeisson isinvolvul. demonstrated es seriousness of the
_

radiological materialla excm dNRC
and of de types describedin Secsions violaties to enbaremployees and

medbavolWag perdeu W
1 within

Jyoer licsaem -"-- _ _" d"8
discredon W6e deacribed in removalof the emp fromr ~'

i"II
(d who se Econom's Section VE.3.2 the approval of the ecd W o w W a d M ly

a Deputy Executive Director required, substantial diedplinary actionprevious soforcement biotory has been

hee *:,i sTbdDYN' " " * "
E o

,,,

.
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Stippages.The NitC may r:frain from vi:lation w:s caused by cenduct that is ' action when b licensee has iddrms
_ issuing a Nodce of Violation or a not masonably linked to prewn the overall work environment for roisP'* posed civil penalty for a violation performance (normally, violations that safety concerns and has publiciaod th
that is identined aAer(i)the NRC has are at least 3 years old or violations a laint of discrimination for
taken signi6 cant enforcement action occurring during plant construction) preeeeted activity was me
based upon a major event . and there had not been prior notice so to that the matter was settle <

- contributing to an " shutdown that the licenses should have mahly to the ameinawetaa of the employee (th
of an operating reactor or a material identined the violation earlier. This terms of the speci8c settlement
licensee (or a work stoppego at a esercise of discretion is to place a aeroement need not be ed),and th
c onstruction site), or (ii) the licenses prunium t a liconeses initiating efforts ifthe DOI. Ares OfBcs
enters ao niended shutdown or work to identify and correct subtle violations discrimination, the 11a===== bas taken
stoppage related to lly poor that are not likely to beidentined by action to positively reemphasise that
n.: -- = over a period of time, soutine ellerts before degraded asfoty discrimination will not be tolerated.
provided that the violation is systems are celled upon to work. Similarly,the NRC may sobain from
dec====aad in an mar =*a== , po,t (o, 4. Violations identi8ed Due to taking enforcement acdon if a licenms

ofReial Sold notes forsome material P mious wanad Enforcement Action. settles a matter ptly aAer a persoi
cases) and that it snests all of the The NRC unsy sofrain komissuins a comes to the without ng to the
following eitoria: Notice of Violation or a proposehlvil DOL Such discretion normally

(el k was either licensee-identined as penalty for a violation that is identi8ed not be esercised la casse to which the
a result of a comprehensin proyam for aAer the NRC has taken escalated licensee does not appropriately addres
problem identincation and correction enforcement action for a Severity Lovel the owwall work envhensment (e.g.. by
that was developed in response to the 5 or IR violation, provided that the using training. pseungs, revised polidi
shutdown or identined as a result of an violation is .a=====*=d in an or procedures,any necessary
employee allegation to the licenses: (if IG W 8eport for edBeial neld notes disciplinary action, etc., to
the NRC identiSes the violation and all for som seaterial cases) that includes a communicate its policy against
of the other criteria are met,the NRC description of the corrective action and discrimination) or in cases that involve <
should determine whether enforcenwnt imat it meets all of the following criteria: allegations of discrimination as a resul

'

action is necessary to achieve remedial le) It was licensseidentined as part of of providing informations directly to the !
action. or il discretion may still be the correctin action for the pmysous NRC, allegations of discrimination '

appropriate.) escalated enforumnt action: caused by a manager above first line I

(b)It is based upon activities of the (b) h has the som or sienHer rom supervisor (consistent with cumnt
licensee prior to the ennts leading to cause as time violation for which Enforcement policy classi6 cation of |
the shutdown: mcalated enforcemnt acuan was Severity isvolI or E violationst

isswd:(c)It would not be categorised at a (c) It does na substandaHy change al" allegations of discrimination where aseverity lowl higher than Severity Level b of of discrimination (tsafet the or the or settlementsthe .y signiScance or the characer ofH:
ry concun arising out of the(d)It was not willful; and

(e) The licensee's decision to resta,. Initiefviolettori:and
a pregtenunatic rather than er
discria.ination problem. or >

the plant requires NRC concurrence (d) h was or will be corrected. allegations of discrimination which
3. Violations involving Old Design including immediate corrective acdon a particularly blatant or egregiou

issues.The NRC may retrein born and long teria comprehensive corrective . Violations involving Special
proposing a civil penalty for a Severity action to prevent recurrence, within a Circusmanana== Notwithstanding the
1.ovel II or III violation involving a past reasonable tim following identincation, outcome of the nonnel civil penaitv
problem. such as in eng,ineering, design. 5. Violations lavolving Cartain assessment process addressed in Secti,
or installation. provided that the Discrivninadon lasues. Enforcunut VI.B. a:: provided in Section 111.
violation is documented in an discretion may be exercised for " Responsibilities." the NRC may redue
inspection report (or official field notes discrimination cases when a licensee or refrain from issuing a civil penalty a
for some material cases) that includes a who, without the need for government a Notice of Violation for a Sewrity l'es
description of the corrective action and intervention.identines an issw of E or El violation based on the merits o
that it meets all of the following criteria: discriadnaelma and takes panpt. the case aber considering the guidanci

(a)h was licenseeidentined as a compebensin,and effectin comed" in this statement of and such
'

result ofits voluntary inittedve: action to addmes both time particular factors as the age of the tion, the
(b)It was or will be corrected, situation and the overall work safety eip!Acanon of the violation. the

including imenediate conecalve acdon environment for mising safety concerns. overall amat=ad c." _ m ofthe
and long term comprehensin corrective Similarly, enforcement may not be licensee bas been p." *ly good, as
action to prevent securrence,within a warranted where a complaint is Aled other relevant cis-nataar== includit
reasonable time following identiacedon with the t m t ofI. abor (DOL) any that may have changed since the
(this action should invoin expanding under Section 211 of the Erwr5Y violation. This discretion is expected :
the initiative as necessary. to identify Reorganisation Act of 1974, as be exercised only where application o
other failures caused by similar root amended, but the licensee settles the the normalguidancein the policy is
causes); and matter before tim DOL makes an initial unwarmated.
- (c)It was not likely to be identined Anding of discrimination and addresses

(eher the violation occumd) by roudne the overall work environnwnt. C.Esercsee e/Discationfor on
licensee efforts such as normal ' Ahernatively.lf a finding of Operating Foc##y

surveillance or quality assurance IQA) discrimination is made, the licensee On occasion, circumstances may ar'
'

may choose to settle the case before the where a liconese's compliance with aactivities.
. In addition'.'the NRC may refrein from E evidentiary hearing begins. In such Technical Specincetion (TSi l.imiting

issuing a Notice of Violation for cases cases, the NRC may exercise its' Condition for Operation or with other
that meet the above criteria provided the discadon not to take enforcement license conditions would involve an

i

,
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unnecessary plant transient or exercised with respect to equipawat or
,, . performance of testing, inspection, or systems only when it has at least knowingly, or with celess disregard
$ system realignment that is laappropriate concluded that, notwithstanding the (i.e., with more than mm negligence)

failed to take required actions wiuchi with the speci6c plant conditions. or conditions of the license:(1) Tim have actual or ential safety; unnecessary delays in plant startup - equipment or system does not perform signl8cance. transgressions ofj without a corresponding health and a esisty functionin the mode in which
individuals at the level of Severity Level;. safety beneSt. In these circuanetanma, operation is to occur: (2) the enfoty - ElorIV violations will be handled by{ the NRC staE may choose not to enforce funcuon perfonned by the equipment or citing only b incility heensee.

) the applicable T5 or otherlicense system is of only masginal esfoty biore serious violauona, includingcmdition. This enforcement discretion. beneSt. provided remaining in the those involving the integrity of an
,

} designated as a Notics of Enforcement
current mode increases b hikelihood of individual (e.g., lying to the NRCl1 Discredon (NOED). will only be an naa- y plant treasient; or(3)

--

{ esordeed if the NRC staNie clearly the TS er otherlicense condition theindEi' matters within the scope of
=

's seaponsibilities, will bee that the actiesis consiseset Q'a test. la=paa'aa or system considered for enforcement acuon: with protecting the public beakh and n r thatisinappropeises for the theladividual as well as against] esfoty. A liconese seeking the leeuence pardcular plant condidoes, ir Ibet it facility licenses. Action against bof a NOED must psovide a writesta does not provide a esisty beneSt.or individual however, will not be taken
<

jusd6 cation, or la chtaamenances where may. in Esct, be detr maatal to selety la if thein action by the individuala
i good cause is abows, orel l-siA=Haa the esticularplantcondition. wasanused ananagement failures.JI followed as soon as possible by written nie alaeiniaa to esercise enforcoment he '"O oexamples of situationsj justincetion, which documents the discretion does act change the vect timet illustress tids :i selety basis for the sequest and provides a violation w!!! ocumir nor does it haply - * landvertent vidual mistakes; whatever otherinferenstion the NRC that enforcessent discostion is being soeulting tem landequate training or; staNdeerns - y in making e exercised for any violation that may guidance provided by b facility| decision on whether or not to issue a have led to the violation at issuis. h? 16conese.NOED. each case where the NRC staN has * Inadvertently missing an
<

The appropriate Regional chosen to issue a NOED enforcement insigni8 cant procedural requirement
.

Administrotor or his or her designee. acdon will normally be taken for the when the action is routine, fairlymay issue a NOED where the root causes, to the extent violatione uncomplicated, and there is no unusualnoncompliance is temporary and were involved ht led to the cire==maara indicating that b*
nonsecurring when an arnendment is noncompliance for which enforcernent procedures should be refend to and,

not procucal, no Director.OfRce of discredon was used.The reforcement followed step-by-step.
s

Nuclear Reactor Reguladon, or his or action is intended to emphasiae that * Compliance with an expressher desi , may issue a NOED if the liconeses should not rely on the NRC's dimetion of management, such as thej e noncom liancewilloccur authority to enorcies enforcement Shin Supervisor or Plant Manager,j during the brief od of thne it discretion as a routine substitute for resulted in a violation unless the
3 requires the staN to procmas an compliance or for requesting a hcense ladividual did not express his or her; * emergency or exigent license amendment. concent or oigsction to the direction.j amendment underthe V' of to Finally,it is espected that the NRC * Individual error directly resultingCFR 50.91(a)(5) or (6). Eine per:so:n staff will exercies enforcement from following the technical advice of
<

j exercising enforcernent discretion will discretion in this area infmquently. an expert unless the advice was clesrly '

i document the decision. Although a plant must shut down, unseemaa=Ma and the licensed; For an operating plant,this exercies of solueling activities may be suspended, individual should havu recognized it as
enforcement discretion is intended to or plant startup may be delayed.abeent such.

.

)

! minimite the potential safety the esercise of enforcement discretion. * Violations resulting from!
I consequences of unnecessary plant the NRC staff is under no obligation to inadequate procedures unless the

transients with the accompanying take such a step merely because it has individual used a faulty procedure
operational risks and impacts or to been requested. The decision to forego knowing it was faulty and had noti eliminate testina, inspection, or system enforcement le discretionary.When ettempted to get the procedure! realignment which is kna C: for enforcement discretion is to be 1 caracted

-

! the particular plant conditions. For esercised,it is to be exercised only if Listed below are examples ofj plants in a shutdown condition, the NRC staff is clearly setiened that situations which muld result in
i exercising enforcement discretion is such action is warranted frorn a health enforcement actions involving; intended to reduce shutdown risk by. and safety perspective. 4 individuals. licensed 'or unlicensed. If

again, avoiding inspection or.j system realignement ls YEI E"I''amset Actises lavelving the actions described in these examples

4 inappropriate for the perucular plant 18di'IE**I8 are taken by a licensed operator or taken
deliberately by an unlicensedd, conditions in that. it does not provide Enforcement actions involving individual.enforcornent action may be

e safety benent or may,in fact, be individuals includinglicensed taken directly egoinet the individual.
4

! detrimental to eniety in the particular operaters, are signi6 cant personnel However, violations involving willful1
' plant condition. Exercising enforcement actions, which will be closely controlled' conducs not amounting to deliberatej discretion for plants atteropting to and Judiciously applied. An . action by an unlicensed individual in

j startup is less likely than esercising it enforcement arGa involving an these situations may result in
for an operating plant, as simps individual will normally be taken only enforament action assinst a licensee

4

! delaying startup does not usual leave when the NRCis estioned that the that may impact an individual. Thethe plant in a condition in whic it individual fully enderstood, or should situations include, but are not timee,

4 could experience undesirable transients. have understood, his or her to. violations that involve:! In such cases. the Commission would responsibility: knew, or should have * Willfully causing a licensee in ~
expect that discretion would be known, the required actions: and violation of NRC requirements

:
.

i

k

*
~ ,- -_- _ .-. - _ . _ _ _ - _ _ - _ . . _ . .
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e Willfully t: king actisn that wruld licensee, the NRC recognises that
until c:rtain ccnditions a satisfh

~

have caused a licensee to be in violation judgments will have to be made on a
e.g.. completing specined trainingof NRC requirements but b action did case by case basis. In making these sneeting certain nualincations.

not do so because it was detected and decisions, h NRC will consider factors e Require notihcotion to the NR
conective acdon was taken. such as the following: before resuming workin licensede Recognising a violadon of 1.N level of the individual within activities.
procedural requirements and willfully the organisation. . Require the to tellanot taking corrective ecdon. 2. Nindividual's training and prospective emp or customere Willfully deinsting elarms which esperience as well as knowledge of & engagedinlicensed activities that
have safety signi6cana. potential consequences of the pomon has been subject to an NRC

e Unauthonsed abandoning of reactor wrongdoint. order.antrols. 3.The salsty consequences of the la the Case of a licensed opmtor. Dmliction of duty. misconduct. failure to snest appueble Stness.fc
e Falsifying recoeds required by NRC 4. The benent to the wrongdoor,eg., dut requiremente (10 GR SS.53(ilregulations or by es facility licones personaP,orcorporate geln. aneyleone a Notice of Violatic
e WilWlly providing.orcausing a S. The doyee of ou on of the a civil pensky to the Part 55 licens.

licenses to provide. an NRC inspector or ladividual.i.e how ly is the or tJt order to suspend. modify. orinvestigator with inaccurate or
individual smanitored or audited. and make the Part SS licones.These at Iincomplete iniormauen on a metter
the likelihood of detection (such as a may be taken the Bret time a hcens,

material to the NRC- ,

radiographer working "- - ^:y in *Peneer fails a drug or alcohol test'

* Willfully withholding anfety es Sold as contreeted witia barn la, receives a conAruned positiw tessignincant informauen rather than
making such information known to activity et a power plantl. thatescondsthecutofflevelsof to' I

6. The emplopr s response, e.g.. Part as or the facility licensee's cut |appropriate supwvisory or technical
.

disciplinary action taken. levels, if lower. However. norrnally -
pecanel in the liansee's organiastion. 7. h stutude of the wrongdoor, e.g., a Notice of Violation will be issued j

.

e Submitting false information and as
a result gaining unescorted access to a admission of wrongdoing, acceptance of the Sist conAnned positin test in t
nuclear pown plant. mponsibility, obsence of agpovating circumstanc ,

e Willfully providing falso data to a - s. h degree of management such as enm in the pwfonnance o ,

licensee by a contractor or other person responsibility or culpability, licensed duties or evidence of proic :
9. Whoidentined the misconduct. usa. In addition, the NRC intends tc

who provides tesi or other services. 'Any proposed enformment action issue en order to suspend the Part !
when the data affects the licensee's
comphance with 10 CFR part 50,

involving individuals must be issued license for up to 3 years the second
,

;

propriate a Heensed opuntor exceeds thm c*PPendix B. or other regulatory with the concurrence of the a[erequirement. Deputy Executive Director.T levels. la the event there am less thi

e Willfully providing false - particular sanction to be used should be 3 yeem rosnainlag in the tenn of the >

cwtification that components meet the determined on a case-by-coes basis.'* Individual's license. the NRC may ,

requirements of-their intended use, such Nodcas of Violation and Orders are consider not renewing the individu ;
examP es of enforcement edions that U''"'' " "*'I'*" * "'" U** *l

[as ASME Code'upplying. by vendors ofQeab ai the ther year is completed,e Willfully s '

,, fa e l' NRC intends to issue an order to re-
equipment for transportation of

id e d the Part SS licones the third time a
redioactive material, casks that do not g,"* licensed operator exceeds those cut |g , ,comply with their certificates of le#I8 A ht*888 oPentwhance for information to 8othw information to who refuses to perucipate ,or appio ;
comhillfully pcforming unauthorized ',',* " , * "'"' he' g m the dr ,

e
, , ,t n ,h id b and alcohol testing programs jbypassmg of required reactor or other
Wuod established b the facility licensee - ,

ilYf a n :tions that violate Orders to NRC-licensed reactor "ho is 1,n '
- ant I 's i $1 o

.
i

Technical S incation t imiting *Pwete ma invoin suspension for a
,,,$,ect to hcense suspension. !sul

Conditions Operation or other speciAed py , mdincadon, w ,,gg,,, ,, g,,g g,
license conditions (enforcement aedon mocation of their individual tarmaa== ,

la addition,the NRC may take
for a willful violation will not be take Ordere to unlicensed individuals might enforcement action against a licens ;
if that violation is the resuh of acdon h.clude provisions that would: that sney impact an ladividual, wh.
taken following the NRC's decision to e ProhibH involvemnt in NRC the conduct of theindividual place
forego enforcement of the Technical licensed activides for a specined pwiod question the NRC's reasonable '

ofum the period of
sin 7-- - wouTd not onced 5 years) er ,nsurancn that licensed activities * -

Specification or other liosase condition e, gg ggp ,, ,,,,, g, ,,,,,,g A,s.,8 The NRC meyy-

,

irements of to CFR 50.54 (m) (i.e enforcement action for reasons that
the operatoracted unreasonabiy j'.".",,'e" ass . would warrant afusaltoissue a lic

considering all the rolevant et im.= emended.seDcInne me,ienny hopen . en an original application. Accord.
circumstances surrounding the a ciwi pesehr sonine en iWidwt. see.nor. ' appspriate enfomewat wions m

j semien au mine Aseenis Twiy Act(AEAlgkas taken regarding saatters that reise i
Norma y,sesos enforcement action is N, ,' $ .''u D y " dea [8I%ty,

"
'7* 08mPetence, Stewssdo

taken against a licensee for violations seales tse erthe AEA w include individuale, a du otherInstlers that enay not .>

caused by significant acts of wrongdoing ser6. y erweentenneas.and say espeseente:6 er ' necessarily be a violation of specif
l contra

. by its emP oyees;oyees. ctors, or 4 - -- as,,* ass me gha the hh autherHy w - Comenission attuimmnts.
,

contractors, emp ng' , n pen ci,a pen hus en eene eren of tima""" - In the case of an unlicensed per*n

en sepersie esiipin when e viehuon ou 'whether to issue an enforcement action , ,i, di, coy impened on them is dhhMdaC
to an unlicensed person as well as to the commmed. order modifying the facility licens

|

> . ;

*
.
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.' be issu:d a require (1) Thz remsval of actisn may be taken (Ir an failure is prsvide significant
*

*

ths persen frtm alllicensed activiti:s unint:ntionally incomplete er information. In any event. in serious
<

j for a specified period of time or inaccurate craf statement provided to cases where the licensee s actions in not
'

i indefinitely (2) prior notice to the NRC the NRC by a liconess official or others correcting or providing informationj* before utillains the person in licensed on behalf of a licensee,if a record was reise questions about its commitment to
j activities, or (3) the licensee to provide made of the oralinforenation and enfoty or its fundamental
4 notice of the issuancs of such an order provided to the licenses thereby trustworthinees, the Commission may
1 to other persons involved in licensed permitting an opportunity to carrect the exercies its authority to issue orders
{ actinties making noterence inquiries. In oral information, such as if a transcript modifying. suspending. or revoking the

addition, orders to employers might of the communication or moedag license. N Commission recognises
require rettsining, additional oversight, summary containing the error was made that enforcement determinations must4

| orindependent verification of activities available to the licenses and was not be made on a case byene basis, taking
i performed by the person,if the person : * , rtly corrected in a timely into consideration the issues described- -

1 is to be involved in licensed activities. manner. In this section.
1 When a ll==== bas corrected
j .3X. Reaccurate and lacomplete inaccuses erincompime infameden. X. Eaderoessent Asties Agalast Non-

I"I""*83*'
i the decision to issue a Notice of I.iesassee
1 A violation of the regulations Violation for the lattial inaccurate or N Commission's enforcement policy
j involving submittal of incomplete and/ incomplete information normally will is also appdcable to non licensees.

or inaccurate information. whether or Ire i- - ' ^ en the citan=====. including employees of licensees, to
1 not considered a meterial feles incluilias the ease of detection of the contractore and embcontractors, and to
j statement con result in the full range of error, the ei-ali- of the corsection, employees of contractors and
; enforcement sanctions.The labeling of a whether the NRC er the liceasse subasatractore,who knowingly provide
; communication failure as a material identi8ed the peubleen with tim components. equi .or other goods
; falso statement will be made on a case- coensnunication, and whether the NRC or services that to e licensee's

by. cane basis and will be senerved for soiled on the information prior to the activities subject to NRC regulation. The
egregious violations. Violations correction. Geneselly. if the snetter was prohibitions and sencsions for any of
involving inaccurate or incomplete prosoptly identiSed and corrected by these persons who eagege in deliberste

i information or the failure to provide the liconese prior to reliance by the misunduct or subenission of
} significant information identified by a NRC. or before the NRC raised e incessplete or inaccurate information
j Jicensee normally will be categorized question about the information.no are provided in the sule on deliberate
! -based on the guidance herein, in Section enforcement action will be taken for the misconduct. e.g.10 CF1t 30.10 and 50.5
I IVe " Severity of Violations." and in initialinaccurate or incomplete Voodors of products or services
| Supplement VII. Information. On h other hand.if the Psovided for use in nuclear activities are' The Commission recognises that oral misinformation is identined after the subject to certain seguiresnents designed

.information may in some situations be NRC selles on it er eher some question to wieure that the acts or services
ainherently less rollable than written is raised sogarding the~eccuracy of the supplied that aflea esfety are of
submittels because of the absence of an information.then some enforcement high quality.Through roment<

| sopponunity for reflection and action normally will be taken even ifit contracts with seector neees. vendors
| snanagement review. However, the is in fact corsected. However,if the may be required to have quality
; Commission must be able to rely on oral initial subenittal was accurate when assurance that meet applicable

communications from licensee officials mada but later turns out to be erroneous sequisonnents to CFR Part 50.
I concoming significant information. because of newly discovered Appendix 5.and to Part 71.
! Therefore, in determining whether to information or advance in technology, a Subpart H. Vendors supplying products
j take enforcement action for an oral citation normally would not be or services to seector. materials. and to
j statement. consideration may be given appropriate if, when the new CFR Part 7115coneses are subject to the

to factors such as (11 The degree of information became evallable or the requisessents of to CFR Part 21,

| knowledge that h communicator advancement in ^-? :':g was inade. sogarding reporting of defects in basic
j should have had. regarding the matter. the initial subenitial was corrected. co_unponents.

in view of his or her position training. The failure to correct inaccurate or woen '- - ",--- determine that,

| and experience:(2) the opportunity and incomplete informanlaa which the violations oI NRC requiresnents have
j time available prior to the licensee does not identify as signi8 cant occuned er that vendore have failed to
1 communication to assure the accuracy normally wl!! not constitute a separete fu!8ilcontre tualconnaltroents(e.g.10
i or completeness of the infonnation:(3) violation. However, the cis== e- CFR pan 50. Appendix B) that could
i the degree of intent or negli . If w "'- the failure to correct may adversely a5ect the quality of a safety
i any, involved:(4) the ty of the be ceneidosed selevant to the sig_niScent psoduct er service.
! communication:(5) the -h deter-laastaa of enforcement action for enferoament asien will be taken.
1 of NRC soliance on the information: (4) the initial inaccusate or incomplete Notices of Violaties and civil penalties
i ~the importance of the information sama====* Forexample,an will be used as ,V-_ their nndors

- - 2. for licensee
which was wrong or not provided;and ^'-- "--inaccurate or failuses to eneum t* ^ ^ ' -

U)the reasonableness of h incomplete audaniselon may be treated have programs that snee a plicable ,ll
,

i

4 - ts.Noticesof iolation wi iexplanation for not provid'ng complete - as a moso sovese matter if the liconese
i and accurate inforsnetion. , letor detenmines that the initial : beimmed for vendom that violate to j
3 - Absent at least caseises disregard, en submittal was in error and does not - t CFR Part 21.Ovil penalties will be .

Imposed assinet ladividual directors or1 incomplete or inaccurate unsworn oral correct it or if there were clear .

statement normally will not be subject opportunities to identify the error. lf - . responsible officers of a vendor
l to enforcement action unless it irsvolves ~ informationdot correcsed was c .. organisation who knowingly and .

i
,.

'

significant information provided by a . secognized by a licensee as significent, consciously fall to provide the nota,ce i

j licensee official. However enforcement ' a separate citation may be made for the required by to CFR 21.21(b)(1). Notices
i

.

|

j

j.

_ _ _ _ , _ . . _ _
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cf Nonconi rmance will be used f:r (ble is perfirm its intended safety 3. Insttentinness to duty on the |vendors which fail to meet
function 88 when actually called upon to oflicensed personnel:

|

'

commitments related to NRC activities, work:

XI.Refw nns k t W --- d 3. An accidental criticality; or 4. Changes in reactor parameters + e

- 4. A 18mnaed operatorat the controls cause usanticipated reductions in '

heum
of a nuclear reactor, or a senior operator margins dsaimy; ,

Alleged or suspected criminal directing licensed activities, involved in 5. A signi8 cant failure to meet the i
violations of the Atomic Energy Act promduralerrors which neult hs or requirements of 10 CFR 50.59. inclu '

a failure such that a required license !(and of other relevant Federal news) are
enacerbate the consequences of, en alert amendment was not sought-relerved to the Departenot of Justice or higher level emergency and who,as

6. A hansee failure to conductIDG)) for investigation. Ateferral to the a rueult of subsequent testing. receims

takug other soforcement action under
a conRrmed positin test result for drugs adequate oversight of vendors resultDOJ **oes not preclude the NitC from
or alcohol. in the uso d poducts or services tha

this policy. However, enforcement B. Severity level B-Violations are ddefscove or bdmerminee 4va
'

actions will L^ coontiaaled with the lavolving for example: an emInw mimfainana'of
'

7. A bseekdown control IDOIla accorda me wie the 1.A desiped to pment or
licensed activities involv anumbMemorandum 4 Understanding mitignes assoty events not being
of violations that are relat (orif

'

e the J 53 FR able perform its intooded safety
'

50 (D isolated, that are recurring violations
'

o,.e.e.eumt"n.o,a,os,a:cid s,uega,a :-4 - -r,-i-aa* s*igan:|t||'o"f::::"i:rT*""' .
XD. ,.buc . ci re ,.af.res t s , o- . reis m to .ar o . n d

soeroom.at .co.ns a.o.nases. . wit i . . ret ed area o, -,-aiuoe- ;
r=araa . In accordance with to CFR 3. A operator et the centrol S. A licensed operator's connemed
2.790,are public avellable for of a nuclear reactor, or a senior operator positive test for or alcohol that
inspection. In tion. press releases directing licensed activities. involved in does not result in a ty lAMII C
are generally issued for orders and cMI procedural errors and who. as a result E violation.
penalties and are issued at the seaw of " grt testing, receives a 9. Equipment failures caused by ,

time the order or reposed imposition conSrmed positive test result for drugs inadequate or innetoper maintenance ,

of the civil penal is issued. In or alcohol. that substandally complicates recove
addition, press se are usually C. Severity 14 vel ID-Violations from a plant transient.

;

issued when a propoeod civil penalty is involving for example: D. Severity LevelIV-Violations
withdrawn or substantially mitigated by 1. A aigniacent failure to comply with involving for emample:

;some amount. Press rolesses are not the Action Statement for a Tachaaral 1. A less signincent failure to com; .
norumily issued for Noticos of Violation Specincetion umiting Condition for with the Acuan Steennent for a ;
that are not aa:osaponied by orders or Operation whose the a action

TechnicalSpecincation Unitinge |proposed civil penalties. was not taken within required time, Condition for Operation wlm I

~XDL *:- such as: appropriate scalon was not taken wit. I
Act3*ee ;- '; Cloend Enforumment (a)In a peessudsed water reactor,in the required time such as: )the appli.ble modes, having one high- (a)la a

<

c _ '.ssd water reactor. aif signincent new informationis preneure safety inloction pump 5% donciencyin the required volum |
received or obtained by NItC which -- Y: for a Period in excess of that the eaad==aan enorage tank: cr !
indicates that an enforcessent annaion all wed by the action statement; or (b)In a boiling water reactor, one
was incorrectly applied, consadoration (b)In a boiling water reactor, one subsysessa of the two independent M
may be given, dependent on the prismary containment teolation valve leakage control subsystems inopereb'
circumstances, to reopening a closed all5we.:.k for a peried in excess of that 2. A initure to meet the requiremer.:n
enforcement action to increase or d by the action statement. of 10 CFR 50.59 that does not result i
decrease the severity of a sanction or to 2. A systest designed to prevent or a Severity level 1. H. or IE violation: '

correct b escord. _as ~-- decisions ini to a serious safety event: . 3. A failure to mest regulatory
will be nude on a case'by esIso besia, are la Not being able to perium its
espected to occur rarely.and the latended fumnion undercenain

__ - Tts that have more than mi
-

salsey er envireamental signi6cance;
speciSc approvalof the condidene leg..enfmy system not 4. A failure to snake a required
Deputy Executive Direcier. *Perable unius offette peer is

. Unseems Event Itaport.
eveliable; meterials or components not

Seppleonest 1-Reesear Operaal=== environmentally Sed):or lSerp ament B-P*'t se Facility
This eupplesment peerides esaanples (b)Belag to the eneet that Cuermales

of violations in each of the four severity a d=a und tion would be mquimd g,, - - -
t peevides exampi

levels as guidance in determlaing tlw to detonnias its operability (eg.,
o,,t y,,,,gg'''s la each of the four mve>

,
appropriate severity level foe r_':x comPenent parametere rutside ,da as Guidance in determinina thi
in the area of reactor operations. appnndlisaits such as pump flow appropriese severity level for violatitA. Severity level 5-Violadons rates, beat transfer
involving for enemple: characteristics. valve lift

in the asse of Port 80 facility
construssion. .1. A Safety uniit.as de6aed in to seapoints.er valve stroke tisnes);

CF1t 50.38 and the Techni.! - A. Severity Isvoll-Violations
involvint structum or systems that

- Specincetions being ==e=adad, meneental ===.1 symans. m well as phy*al
completed 88 in such a saanner that t'

mitig te be g - Y,,,"j,FM,'",,~.E',','4 ie,, .

"*'
an. som pimer a meed in ih'.

.t,ed. 4.ncy. A nom .t e herma n esas noe ' aprismses ==ans oseriaisa 88 **true'*r
"The seem " system"as used in thoes doinst the intended esfeey functon as long as the including verlow and accopeance by the

{ supplements encludes ednunisestive and enhet summyssem 6e opsemble conserweteen @ .rganisaten.

s

__ - - - - _ . - . . . . - -
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wbuld not have satisfi1d th*ir intended abli to perkrm its int 2ndzd saf1ty considered to be significant while the
a:f:ty related purpose. functirn when actually called upon to information is outside the protected area8. Severity 14 vel ll--Violations work: or and accessible to thore not authonzed

*

involving for example: (c) An accidental criticality occurred: access to the protected area:
*

1. A breakdown in the Quality 2. The theh. loss, or diversion of a 6. A significant failure to respond to
Assurance (QA) program as exemplified formula quantity " of special nuclear an event eibt in sufficient time toby denciencies in construction QA material (ShfM): or provide protection to vital equipment or
related to more than one work activity 3. Actualunauthorimod production of strategic SNM.or with an adequate
(e.g.. structurst piping, electrical, a formuis quantity of SNM. response force:
foundations). These deficiencies B. Seventy level ll-Violations 7. A failure to perform an appropriatenormsily involve the licensee's failure involving for azample: evaluation or background investigation
to conduct adequate audits or to take 1. The entry of en unauthorised so that information relevant to theprompt corrective action on h basis of individualawho represents a threat access determination was not obtained
such audits and norinelly involve into a vital area ** from outside the or considered and as a result a person.
multiple eaamples of doncient Protected area; who would likely not have been granted
construction or construction of 2.The then. loss or diversion of SNM access by the licenses, if the required
unknown quality due to inadequate of moderate strategic significance " in investigation or evaluation had been
program implementation: or which the security system did not performed was granted access or

2. A structure or system that is function as required: or 8. A breakdown in b security
completed in such a manner that it 3. Actual unauthorized production of program involving a number of
could have an adverse effect on h SNM. violations that are related (or, if isolated.
safety of operations. . in. C. Severity 14 vel Ill-Violations that are recurring violatiens) that

C. Severity levelIII-Violations volving for example: cc11ectively reflect a potentially
involving for er. ample: 1. A initure or inability to control signiScant lack of attention or

1. A danciency in a liconese QA access through established systems or carelessness toward licensedprogram for construction related to a Procedurve, such that en unauthorised responsibilities.
single work activity (e.g.. structurs!. individual (14.. not authorized D. Severity Level IV-Violations
piping electrical or foundations). His ur-aad access to protected area) involving for example:
significant denciency normally involves could easily gain undetected access '' 1. A failure or inability to control
the licensee's failure to conduct into a vital area from outside h access such that an v'nauthorized
adequate audits or to take prornpt protected ares: individual (i.e., authorized to protected
corrective action on the basis of such 2. A failure to conduct any search at ares but not to vital area) could easily
audits, and normally involves multiple the access control point or conducting gain undetected access into a vital area
examples of deficent construction or an inadequate search that resulted in ;* a froen inside the protected me or into a
construction of unknown quality due to introduction to the protected area of controlled access area;
inadeguate progfam implementation: 6tearms, explosives.or incendiary 2. A failure to respond to a suspected

22 failurs to confirm the design devices and reasonable facsimiles event in either a timely manner or with
safety requirements of a structure or thereof that could significantly assist an adequate response force:
system as a result of inadequete radiological sabotage or theft of strategic 3. A failure to implement 10 CFR'

preoperational test program SNM; Parts 25 and 95 with respect to the
implementation:or 3. A failure. degradation, or other information addressed under Section

3. A failuie to make a required to CFR donciency of the Protected ares 142 of the Act, and the NRC approved
50.55(e) report. Intrusion detection or alarm assessment security plan relevant to those parts:

D. Seventy Level IV-Violations systems such that an unauthorized 4. A lailure to make, maintain. or
involving failure to meet regulatory ' individual who represents a threat Provide log entries in accordance with
requirements including one or more could predictably circumvent the to CFR 73.71 (c) and (d), whm the
Quality Assurance Cnterion not system or defeat a specific zone with a omitted information (i) is not otherwise
amounting to Severity Level I,11. or III high of confidence without available in easily retrievable records,
violations that have more than minor insider ownedge, or other significant. and (ii) significantly contributes to the
salsty or environmental signincance degradetion of overall system capability; ability of either the NRC or the licensee

4. A 18 cant failure of the to identify a programmatic breakdown:Supplement 11, m, _m

en systems designed or used to 5. A failure to conduct a proper search--

This supplement provides examples prevent or detect the theft, loss, or at the access control point:,

of violations in each of the four severity diversion of strategic SNM: 6. A failure
Protect classin_to properly sacute orlevels as guidance in decennin the 5. A failure to pr1tect or control es or safeguards

appropriate severity level for classified or esfoguards information information inside the protected area
in the ares of esieguards. which could assist an individual in an

A. Severity level 1-Violations a sw se cra ts.: sur ih. deannien et -sum.i. act of redi cal sabotage or theft of
involving for example: emaneur- stretegic where the information

1. An act of radiological sabotage in " N aan ~="*"martand nadw6dal = ==d was not removed froen the protected'a *3* *"ss'""*' """* *"***" "h' *" "' 'which the escuriiy system did not
'",*M"** Eie m ,,'",',%

'' aren:' " * * *function as required and. as a result of 7. A failure to control access such thatse
the failure, there was a signi6 cant event. = The phens ,sent eme m aand in ei. en unity exlete that could allow

, su h as: ' . wppismen, inciedse viset e== sad meiw6el namm unau and and undetected access
(a) A Safety Limit, as denned in 10 Into the protected area out which was8"**.

CFR 50.36 and the Technical '' 8" to ou ra.: su m. 4.anaan orspecial neither easily or likely to be exploitable""*3**'**'*"*3*'"*d**"*"*"8''''8**'*"'*. s. A failure to conduct an adequate
hifications, was exceeded'

S
A system designed to prevent ur I *4NM7pMc7tE6d.Diay," "

search at the exit from a material access
mitigate a serious safety event was not and emme et passese should ti considered. area:

_ -. .- ,_ _ _ _ -_. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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9. A th:ft or loss cf SNM cf 1:w skin cf the wb le body, or to the feet, applicable limits in 10 CFR Part 'strategic significance that was not ankles, hands or forearms. or to any Sections 20.1001-20.2401 whethdetected within the time period other organ or tissue: not an exposure w vehanocur'specified in the escurity plan.other 4. An annual exposure of a member of 9. Disposal of bceased materis
d

relevant docuseent. or regulation; or the public in excess of 0.5 rem total covered in Severity levels I or !!'
' 10. Other violations that have more effective does soulvalent: 10. A rolesse for unrestricted uthan minor safeguards signincance. 5. A rolesse of radioecdn seaterial to entaminated or radioecdw meu' an

Supplement IV-Henkh physics (10 eraa comentredensin equipment that pone a malistic
CFR Part sol excess of10 times the limits for tial for espeewe of the publ

members of the public as described in is or doses exceedsag b aan
>

, This supplement provides examples to CFR 20.1302(bM2NI)(except when does lisaits for ==nh-e of the pu
of violations in each of the four severity operstica up to 0.5 rem a year has been or that reflects a preyesamaue fis,

lewis as guidancein determining b approved by the t'===na.1 = under than an isolated) weakness in theappropriate severity lewl for et rM Section 20.1301(c)h redlades control
In the area of health physics.10 CFR S. Disposal of hommeed materialla 11. Conduct of acuvide

.

Part 20.* 9eantitles er concentations la excess of technically unquabSed person.
-

A. Severity tavel1 Violations ave times the limits of to GR 20.2003: 12. A signiScant folhue to cono
involving for example: or licensed easterlah or

1. A radiation exposure during any 7. A failure to seeks an im==dimoe 13. A breakdoom in the radiatic
year of a worker in excess of 25 rosas notiacetion as required by to GR esisty preymanlavolvlag a numbe
total effective does equivalent. rs seras 20.2202 (aN1) or (aM2). violations that are seleted (or. if is
to the less of the eye, or 250 rods to the C. Severity LevelID-Violations that are recurring)that colloedwl;
skio of the whole body, or to the foot. involving for emample: represent a poteadaily signiScent
ankles, hands or forearms, or to say 1. A sediation exposwo during any of ensados etcamleessess towerc
other organ or tissue: year of a worker la encues of S rosas total liosased ==pa==shau a

2. A radiation exposure over the eNecalve does equivalent.15 reme to the D. Severity LevelIV-Violations I
gestation period of & embryo / fetus of lens of the eye.er 50 rems to the skin involving for esemple:
a declared pregnant woman in oncess of of the whole body or to the foot, ankles. 1. C; - _ iainnees of the lin
2.5 roms total eNective dcas equivalent; hands or lossarms, or to any other orgen 10 CFR 20.1201,20.1207, or 20.12

3. A radiation exposure during any or tissue: constituting Severity Lawl 1. U. or
year of a minor in excess of 2.5 rome 2. A radiadon esposure owr b violadoes:
total effective does equivalent. 7.5 roms gestation 'od of the embryo / fetus of 2. A rolesse of radioactive mates
to the lens of the eye, or 25 reras to t% a dec t woman to excess of an ummaricmd ares at concentrati
skin of the whole body. or to the foot. 0.5 re m totale w does equivalent excess of the us its for seembers o
ankles, hands or foesarms or to any I'88'pt when doses are to accurdance public as referencedin to CFR

|
other organ or tissue: with the of Section 20.1302(bM2NI)(except when opei i

4. An annual esposure of a member of 2&120e( lh up to 0.5 m a year b been appt
the public in emeses of 1.0 resa total 3. A ndiation expoeme during ar.y by the Commission under Section
effective does uivalent'. year d a manorla excus of 0.5 m total 2E1301(c)k

5. A release radioective me.orial to eSoctin does equivalent: 1.5 mms to 3. A radiados dom um in an
an unrestricted area et concentrations in the less of b eye.or S rems to the skin unmouissed orconteued arm in a
excess of 50 times the limits for of the whole body, or to the foot, ankles, of 0.002 resa la any I bour(2 milli
members of the ublic as described in hands er forearms, or to any other organ hour)er 50 muhamsla a yean
10 CFR 201302 X2Mi):or or tissue: 4. FaHum m maintain and impia

4A **Posum abow radiation to keep radiati6. Disposal of licensed materialin 3
quantities or concentrations in excess of 7 hmits wW such exposum ex as as is reasonably

to times the limits of to CFR 20.2003. '*

innehd n t S. to a member of the pubB. Severity level U-Violadons

-

involving for example: control @euposure of a member of encoes of any IFA geasselly a pliS. Am envireassental sediaties rd1. A radiados exposure during any
yur of a workerla ename of to suas the pubhcla excess of 0.1 rom total as 40 GR Part 100: .
total effective dose equivalent. 30 soms e5ecove does equivalentI when s. A failure to make the 30. day
to the lens of the eye.er too sesas to the oposedes *P to 0.5 rum a year been aa, esa= by to CFR

skin of the whole body, er to the foot. approved h b Comminha undw 20.2301(aN1M )erm:203(a):
Secdos 20.1301(c)); 7. A folhus to make a timely wr

ankles, hands or forearms, er to any
S. A selease of radioactive meterial to s* Fort as sequised by to CFR 20.2: )

other organ or tissue; 'mmesolcaed men at concongedens la 30.2304.er 20.230s: or
2. A reS.stion supesure over the

excess of two does the eEluent 4. Any othermener that has me
gestation od of the embryo /fotus of

commentreden Heim aforenced in to than e animer esfety, health or
a dec p woman in encoes of GR 20.1302(bM2NI)(except when . envisemmentalsipdasance

3. A r iedon om d opendeaup year been gayynemang y_y,,may ,g nio,
,year of a minor in excess of 1 rent total ~ 30.1301( n, his supplement provides exan

effective does equivelent: 3.0 rosas to - - 7. A failure to Isiske e 24-hour of violadonsin each of the four se
& lens of the eye, or to rems to the mod 8cedon required by to CFR I'''I8 as guidance in determining

arr r r souritylowl foniol
_

$$$ '
20.2202(b)orenimanadiate notincation

[gj,,,, required by to CFR 20.2201(aN1Mih * -

,.ncy pen .nm .itt he u.ai.e on e ca . 8. A suhanenetal potential for
t,,<n. tu e.. . exposures or releases in excess of the

_ - _ _ . _ _
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in the area cf NRC transportatien callectively reflIct a potentially
requirements 3''. significant lack of attention or C. Severity Level !!!-Violations

.

involvinflure to control access to
for example-, A. Severity 1Avel1-Violations carelessness toward licensed 1. A fainvolving for example: raponsibilities.

licensed materials for radiation1. Failure to most transportation D. Severity LevelIV-Violations purposes as specified by NRCrequirements that resuhed in loss of involving for example: requirements:
control of radioactin material with a 1. A breech of package integrity 2. Possession or use of unauthorizedbrusch in peckage integrity such that the without external radiation lents equipment or materials in the conduct
material caused a radiation esposure to exceeding the NRC limit or without oflimnese activities which degradesa evynber of the public and there was contamination lewis exceeding Ave esfety:
clear potential for the public to receive times the NRC limits: 3. Use of radioactive material onmore then .1 rem to the whole body: 2. Surface contamination in excess of humans where such use is not

2. Surface contamination in excess of but not more than Ave times the NRC authonaad:
50 times the NRC limit: or limit: 4. Conduct of heensed activities by a

3. External radiassaa levels in excess 3. A failure to register as an 8arhairally fled person,
of10 times the NRC limit. authorised user of an NRC Certined 5. Radiation contamination8. Severity Lovel 5-Violations Transport levels. or solesses that onceed the limits.

involving for exemple: 4. A nonces with shipping spec 6Aed in the limnae.
1. Failure to meet transportation papers, labellas. placending. 8. ""h"*"a*8=1 failure to implement

requirements that resulted in loss of er ing not amounting to the maang -aae program u
control of radioactive meterial with a e ImvolI. E.er IR viatastaa: . by Section 35.32 that does not
br' ech in package integrity such that 5. A lure to demonstrate that moult in a ' ' '' _ S- : failure too
there was a clear Ifor the packages for special form radioactive report a =I=adalaise stion: or
memberof the ic to receive more material meets applicable regulatory -- ~ - ^ ' weakness in the
than .1 som to a whole body: requiresnents: [mgilomentation of the quality

2. Surface contarninetion in emmss of 6. A failure to demonstrate that --- -- - - ^ program that results in a
10. but not more than 50 times the NRC packages most DDT Specincetions for misesiministration.
limit: 7AType A packages:or 7. A breakdown in the control of

3. External radiation levels in excess 7. Other violations that han mor, licensed activities involving a nurhber
of Ave. but not more than to times the than minor esfoty or environmental of violations that are related (or. ifNRC limit; or significance. Isolated.that are recurring violations)

4. A failure to make required initial
m_ _ _ _ _, VI-Feel Cycle and that collectively represent a potentially

notifications associated with Severity signincant lack of attention or- "

levelI or II violations. Opwedens
carelessness toward licensed

C. Severity LevelIII -Violations This supplement provides examples :==pa==8h3Hties:
involving for example: of violations in each of the four severity 8. A failure,during radiographic

1. Surface contamination 'in exass of levels as guidance la detonalains the OPeretions. to have present or to use
five but not more than to times the NRC appropriate severity level for violations radiographic equipenent, radiation
limit: in the eres of fuel cycle and meterials survey instruments. and/or personnel

2. Extemal radiation in excess of one operations. smanitoring devices as required by to
but not more than Ave times the NRC A. Severity Isvol1-Violations CFR Part 34:
limit: involving for example: 9. A failure to submit an NRC Form

3. Any noncompliance with labeling. 1. Radiation levels, contamination 241 in accordance with the
placarding, shipping paper. packaging. levels. or rolesses that exceed to tirnos requirements in Section 150.20 of to
loading, or other requirements that- the limits specified in the license. CFR Part 150: .

could reasonably result in the following: 2. A system designed to prevent or 10. A failure to receive required NRC
(a) A significant failure to identify the mitigste a serious esfoty event not bsing a val prior to the implementation of

type. quantity.or form of material: Operable when actually required to a in branand activities that has
(b) A failure of the carrier or recipient perform its design function: Z" '?I.or Programmatic

to exercies adequate controis:or 3. A nuclear criticality accident: or signifimaco, such as, a change in
Ic) A substantial potendel for either 4. A failure to follow the procedures ownership: lack of an RSO or

personnel exposure or cantamination of the quality manage ==at program, z7 m of an RSO with an
above regulatorylimits orimproper ired by Section 35.32, that results in unqualined individual: a change in the
trensfor of meterial: a th er serious inpary (e.g.. location where tie ===ad activities are

4. A failure to make required initial aaha**astal organ impelnnent) to a being conducted or where licensed
notincetion samarianad with Severity Petient. meterial is being stored where the new
levelIU violations; or B. Severity invol B-Violations facilities do not most safety guidelines:

S. A breakdown in the lioenese's involvi for example: or a change in~the quantity or type of
program for the transportation of 1. levels, contamination radioactive material being p.n d or
licensed material involving a number of levels, or seneasse that exceed Ave times' used that has redicogical significance;
violations that are related (or, ifisolated. the limits speciSed in the license. 'or
that are recurring violadons) that ' 2. A system designed to prevent or E1. A signl8 cent failure to meet

mitigate a serious safety event being decommiseloning requirements
= seine se.a.p.ei ii.a wiese.nis m applied ' n 2 .or ~ ' includi a failure to notify the NRC as

is inen .s.n 6 i d inita 3. A substantial programmatic failure required regulation or license
activar ch n a .hippw and a carrw. whea a in the implementation of the quality - condition, substantial failure to meet
N YiYbY. N a Ypia"n I*'"""'

CFR 35.32 that results in ahe nm wh.ch. . a.,ihe c6.c m.M.nc e. ie
'

management program required by to decommissioning standards, failure to
tthe conduct and/or completei

ca.. mar be en. or mm et in i.c.n== invoi d. misadministration. decommissioning activities in
4

-
. - - - . - - -- . - . . .
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accordance with regulation or license er the common defense and security EAP's staff is awam that an individual
conditive, or failure to meet required ("signi5 cant information identi8ed by a condition may adversely affect asfety ' i
ar%adules without adequate licensee") and is deliberately withheld rolsted activities; or

'

justiScados. from the Cosamission: 9.The dailum of licensee managemer
D. Severity IsvolIV-Violations 4. Action by senior corporate to take e5setin acdon in anecting a

involvin6 oresassple: management in violation of to GR 50.7 heetile work environment.f
1. A Inilum to =i=*al= patients or similaragulatione agniast an C. Severity involID-Violations

hospitalland who have cobah.00 employee; involving for example: <

'

casium 137, or iridium 192 implants or 5. A knowing and latentional failure ' 3. lacamplete orlancewete '
informatice that isto conduct required leakage or to the notice required by 10
(e) because of'- 'provided to the NRCcontamination tests, or to use properly Part 21:or T: assions on the '

calibrated equipment: 6. A fallwe to substantially part of hennene ofBelais but not
2.Other violations that have more implement the required 8tnese for. duty amounting to a Severity levell or D

than sainer safety or environssental program.a violation,er(b)if theinformadon had
signi6cance; er 3. Severity Isvol B-Violations ,it been and accurate at the

3.Failwe to follow the ty involving foresemple: time likely would have
managseneet 1. Insecwete erincomplete seem la a sucessideration of a

-'
.

procedwes. or nota infersesties that le to the NRC regulatory er =l=e==*ial furthe
mland=talmaties escure, provloed the (a) by a licenses, inecause of inquiry as an additionalinspectio
failwee are isolated, do not demonstrate careless diagard for the- T ---

or a forsaal request for infonnation:
a proyunmatic weakness in the or accuracy et the information, er (b) If 2.Inosuplais erinaccwete
impleasatation of the Qhi program, and the taformaties had it been con lafaromotien that the NRC requires be ,

have limited consequences if a and accuses at the time . likely kept by a Monases that is (a) incomplete
miesdministration is involved: failure to would have soeulted la regulatory action erinnocwete because ofinadequate ,

conduct the regidred proyam review: or such as e show cause order -a d15erent actions en the part of th=- omcials i

failure to take corrective actions as regulatory position: but not amountiaq to a Severity level I
required by Section 35.32: or 2. Incomplete or inaccurate or E violaties. er ib) If the infonnation, i

4. A failure to keep the records infonnation that the NRC requires be had it been complete and accwete wher
required by Sections 35.32 or 35.33. kept by a licenses which is (a) reviewed by the NRC. bly would have

,

lIncomP ete orinaccwete because of resulted in a reconsideretion of aISEPP sment N11me.guem careless disregard for the accuracy of the regulatory position or substantial furthe
*

information on the part of a licanese inquiry such as an additional inspectior
This supplement provide exampl*e omcial. or (b) if the infonnation. had it or a fonnal request for information:

-

of violations la each of the four severity been com and accurate Wn 3. A fallwe to provide "signincant
levels as guidance in detenn the ,, viewed alw NRC bl* would have information identined by a licensee" to *

appropriate severity level for resulted la ngulatory acek . such as a the Comuniasion and not amounting to
involving miscellaneous metters. show cause enter er a difOent a Severity involIor B violation:

A. Severity invol1-Violations
regulatory @-- tlaformationidentiSed

4. An action by Aret-line supervision:
involving for example: 3. ~'" in violadon of to CFR 50.7 or similar,

1. Inaccwete or incomplete by a lice' eses" and not reovided to the against an employee:
Information 8 that is provided to th* Cosnmission because ol' careless . An ' :- gr myiew or failure tor -

NRC (a) deliberately with the knowledge disregard on the part of a liconese review such that,if an appropriate
of a licensee ofRcial that the infonnation ofRcial: review had been snede as required, a 10

'

is incomplete or inaccwete, or (b) if the 4. As meelan by plant management CFR Part 21 roport would have been
information, had it been complete and above Aret line supervision in violation made:

I accurate at the time provided,likely of 10 GR S0.7 or similar regulations 6. A failure to complete a suitable
would have resulted in regulatory action against an employee: inquiry on the basis of to GR Part 26.

I such as an immediate order required by 5. A failure to provide the notice keep records concarning the denial of
'

the public beelth and safety. requised by to CFRPart 21: actnes.or respond to inquiries
2. Incomplow or inaccurate S. A failure to remove an individual concerning denials of access so that. as

information that the NRC requires be from unsecerted access who has been a result of the failure, a person
kept by a licenses that is (a) incomplete invdved la the asle. use, or - - H' - 'y denied access for Atness for-"

or inaccurate because of tal. nae la= by of luegni drugs within the pisteesed ares duty reasons was improperly granted
or with the knowledge of a liconese or take sedan for en duty saloues of access;
ofRciel, or (b) If the indennation, had it alcohol, pues drugs.er over th,. 7. A failure to take the required action
been cesnplete and acewate when counter for a conArmed to have been

,

reviewed by the NRC. Rhely would have y. A failwe to teks ===a ua acdon Pesitive forillegaldrug use or
resulted in letary acties such as an when ebeerved behaviorwithin the take action for emette alcohol use: not
iminediate required by public protected area or cmdible infonaation amounting to a Severity invol B
health and safety cc.nsiderations; concendag activides within the violation:

3. Infonnation that the licensee has protected onelaunceses possade s. A failwe to answe. as required, tha
ident!6ed as hav signi6 cant unntases for duty based on drug or contractere or vendors have an effectivi
implications for health and esfoty deshot use: . Atness for duty program. !

s. A deliberate fallwe of the lie ==='s 9. A breakdown in the 8tness-for-dut
"i*volving a number ofla la opetrias the ==amples la thae ***P ="*a' Em Mala *ana= Program (EAP) to P'*P' ions of the basic elements of therusardias insenwam er - - ; insensuesen and vioist

eacmede, seserence eheund else to sede is ih* .s Nt when Atnese-for duty program that
!n's.rn. 6.n. N i. I. 1 E er nican

" *
a n wompa. Ier vi isii.n ser fit e sur dvi, conectively reflecs a signincant leck of

official" coateined in Section IVC relare to vs.letaans of to CFR Part re. attefttion of Carelessness towards

e

e

e
.
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meeting the objectives of to CFR 26.10; in the area of emergency propmdness. standard involving assessment or ,

it should be noted that citations are not notification. |or
10. Threats of discrimination or normally made for violations involving C. Severity level m-Violations -

restrictive egreements which ers emergency propandness occurring involving for example: I
violations under NRC regulations such during emergency exercises. However. 1. In an alert. licenses failure to
as to GR 50.7(f). where eneroses reveal (i) training. promptly (1) correctly classify the event.

D. Severity levelIV-Violations procedural, or repetitive failures for (2) make required noti 8 cations to
involving for example: which corrective salons heve not been responsible Federal. State, and local

1. Incomplete or inaccurote taken. (ii) en overall concern regarding agences,or (3) respond to the event
inform & tion of more than minor the licensee's ability to implement its (e.g., assess actual or potential offsite
signlRcance that is provided to the NRC plan in a manner that adequately onesquences, activate emergency
but not amounting to a Severity levell. protects public beelth and safety. or (iii) response facilities, and augment shih
B, or M violation: poor self critiques of the licensee's sta5);

2. Information that the NRC requins exercises.enfor=-as action may be 2. A licenses failure to most or
be kept by a licenses and that is appropriate implement more than one emergency
incomplete or inaccurate and of more A. aeverity level 3-Violations planning standard involving essessrhent
than minor signiScance but not involving for example: or notincation; or
m_^ to a severity Level 1. E. or E In a general _i. licensee 3. A breakdown is the control of

"

failure to promptlyll) correctly classify licensed activities involvina a numberviolation:
3. An inadequate review or failure to the event.(2) make required of v netaaa that are related (or,ifs

review under 10 CFR Part 21 or other notiScotions to -y "" Federal, isolated. that are recurring violations)
proceduret violations associated with 10 State, and local agencies, or (3) respond that collectively represent a potentially
GR Part 21 with more than minor to the event (eg..assoas actual or signincent lack of attention or
safety signiScance: Potential offsite consequences, activate carelessness toward licensed

4. Violations of the requirements of emergency response facilities,and responsibilities.
Pan 26 of more than minor signinance: augment shin staff). D. Severity isvolIV-Violations

5. A failure to report acts of licensed B. Severity lavel U-Violations involving for example:
operators or supervisors pursuant to 10 involving for example: A licensee failure to meet or
CFR 26.73: or 1. In a site emergery, licensee failum implement any emergency planning

6. Discrimination cases which,in to promptly (1) correctly classify the standard or requirernent not directly
themselves, do not warrant a Severity event. (2y make required noti 5 cations to related to assessment and notification.
level m categorisation. r**Ponsible Federal. State, and local Demd Ndie.%Ws 2%agencies, or(3) respond to the event
Sur$88"888 VIE 7 (e.g., assoas actual or potential offeite *', [g"

-- %. ,

consequences, activate emergency
This supplement provides examples incilities, and augment shiA pehe c.noris,

388""'7 8/ 8h' C'"""I'83'"-of violations in each of the four severity :or
levels as guidance in determining the 2. A licenses failure to sneet or (FR Doc 96-15952 Flied 6-29-05: 84 ami

appropriate severity level for violations implement one emergency planning n u ms como som e++

l
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